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TERRITORIAL
LAWMAKERS
Third Day's Proceedings of
Legislative Assembly.
BOUNCING DEMOCRATS IN THE HOUSE

Fall Has Something to Say About List of EmSpecial to Ths Citizen.
Santa Fe. N. M., Jan. 22. The council convened at 2 o'clock this afternoon, and, after transacting minor
matters, will probably adjourn until
next Monday evening.
The council this afternoon adopted
statehood memorial and Joint resolution, thanking Delegate D. S. Rodey
for the faithful defense of the territory.
The house met and discharged twenty-two
employes, and there Is wailing
In

Santa

Fe.

THIRD DAY, WEDNESDAY. JAN. 21.
Council.
All the members except Hon. W. H.

r

Andrews, answered to the roll call.
The president, upon requeet introduced council bill No. 3, an act to promote the interests of irrigation In New
Mexico, to provide for a territorial engineer and for other purposes. The bill
provides for the creation of the office
of territorial engineer, at a salary of
$2,500 per year, with office In the capi-to- l
and to have supervision over all
matters of irrigation, the measuring of
the flow of streams, to kee records of
Irrigation surveys, prepare maps, supervise the construction of irrigation
wo-liInspect dams, embankments,
etc. He may employ, when necessary,
an assistant engineer at $100 a month.
The bill also provides a penalty of $10
to $100 for the waste of irrigation waters and the neglect of dams, embankments and ditches by the owners of
water works, acequias. canals and
ditches, who are required by the act to
maintain these carefully.
Hon. Charles A. Spiess, chairman of
the committee on rules, reported the
adoption by the committee of the rules
legislative council
of thethirty-fourtwith two eliminations. The report was
adopte l, and Mr. Fall moved that 100
copies be ordered printed. The matter
was referred to the chief clerk to notify the territorial secretary that the
rules were ready for printing.
Mr. Spiess moved that Hon, W. H.
Andrews be excused for ten days without pay, this being upon the request of
Senator Andrews.
This led to raillery and witticism
between Mr. Fall and other members,
there being motions to donate the ten
dayi' salary to the members from Bernalillo county to pay more extra employes. This sudden economy was to
to congress that New
demonstrate
Mexico had no Idea of making an assault upon the United States treas,
ury.
more discussion the president
A'
announced that the council had no
jurisdiction in the matter of pay.
Ten days' leave of absence was then
granted Senator Andrews.
A motion of Mr. Spiess to adjourn
until Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock
to give the statehood committee time
for deliberation, brought out more
Jokes at the expense of the extra employes and the member from San Miguel.
A motion to adjourn to Saturday and
a motion to adjourn sine die received
no second, and the council adjourned
tint 11 2 o'clock Thursday afternoon.
K,

h
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The House.
The bouse met promptly at 10
o'clock Wednesday
forenoon, the
speaker in the chair.
Mr. Baca Introduced the following
house Joint resolution No. 1: That the
thanks of the legislative assembly of
New Mexico, representing the whole
people of the territory, are gratefully
tendered to the Hon. M. S. Quay, for
his eloquent defense of the honor. Integrity and high character of our people against the untruthful and malevolent attacks of our enemies in the
I'nited States senate, and to the Hon.
Joseph B. Foraker for his steadfast advocacy of the 'lights of our people as
American citizens to that self government, which is the fundamental principle of American Institutions, and the
basis of the Declaration of Independence.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions signed by the president of the
council and the speaker of the house
be immediately telegraphed to Senat
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Bills Introduced.
ors Quay and Foraker.
This caused considerable debate,
as Mr. Bowie and three others opposed
the passage of the resolution because
It failed to mention the other United
States senators, who are with New
Mexico In the statehood cause.
suspenThe resolution passed un
sion of the rules by a vote oi 19 to 4.
Most members explained their votes,
several saying that t'aey voted yea
the resolution will go to the
council and there will be referred to
the statehood committee, which will
put it In proper shape.
Hon. Antonio D. Vargas offered
house joint resolution No. 2, providing
that the territorial librarian supply
each member of the legislative assem
bly with a copy of the compiled laws
of 1S97 and a copy of the laws passed
since then. The resolution took Its
proper course.
Mr. Dalles, of Valencia county. Intro
duced house joint resolution No. 3
providing for the appropriation of'the
amount necessary to transmit by tele
graph to the United States Benate, any
statehood resolutions passed by both
houses. Mr. Pendleton objected because no specific sum is mentioned in
the resolution and amended the resolution by inserting $25. Mr. Dalles sug
gested $75 as the proper sura, and Mr.
Bowie suggested $100, or such part
thereof as is needed. The latter sum
was accepted by the mover of the resolution and It passed unanimously, under suspension of the rules.
House joint resolution No. 2, directing the librarian to furnish each member of the house with a copy of the
compiled laws of 1897, was then passed to the third reading, under suspension of the rules.
Hon. Antonio Lucero asked for unanimous consent to Introduce a bill.
There was no objection.
Mr. Turner of the committee on
rules reported that the committee had
adopted the rules of the thirty-fourtlegislative house with two minor
changes.
Mr. Dalies moved that the committee
on rules be Instructed to confer with
the committee on rules of the council
to secure greater uniformity of the
rules governing both bodies. Major
Llewellyn opposed this motion. The
chair ruled that there was no proper
motion before the house.

'r

the lower part of the flag there was
shadowy outline of what was intended to be a representation of an angel.
Immediately under the flag was the
word "republican independent." Then
followed the name of B. S. Kodey for
delegate to congress.
This attempted representative of the
regular republican ticket contained
the name of Antonio Lucero and a person by placing the thumb of the right
hand over the lower portion of the flag
would cover up the word "Independent" and leaving a part of the flag and
the word "republican" and the name
of B. S. Rodey exposed, mislead almost
anyone into thinking that it was a regular republican ticket.
The committee And that the resolution requiring adopting an emblem for
their ticket was not fljed with the
county clerk as required by law, and
we further find that the regular republican ticket had the f.ag as Its emblem
and required resolution was filed in accordance with law.
It is admitted in the pleadings in
this contest case that at least one hun-die(100) of the spurious and frauduMr. Lucero's name
lent tickets
thereupon were voted at the election.
In view of the recent decision of an
associate justice of the supreme court
of this territory, in the contest case In
Socorro county, where a question arose
with reference to a marking device or
emblem which was calculated to deceive and said case being almost Identical with the case pending herewith,
your committee after a full and exhaustive Investigation and hearing,
both parties thereto being represented
by able counsel, arrived at the unanimous decision that Willlan H. Co'a- man is entitled to a seat in the thirty- fifty legislative assembly of the territory of New Mexico from the fourth
legislative district comprising the
county of San Miguel, and we hereby
recommend that he bs awarded said
seat, and that Antonio Lucero, the sitting member, be declared not entitled
to a seat in this legislative body.
Your committee would further report that the Honorable Eduardo Mar-tinethe minority member of the
committee, very reluctantly joined
with tho majority of the .committee In
matclng this report unanimous and
that he only did so after an exhaustive
argument and an examination into the
facts of the case, and being finally convinced of the correctness of the findings of the committee and a minority
report not being necessary. All of
which is respectfully submitted.
Signed:
Cristoval Sanchez, chairman; David Martinez, Granville Pendleton, W. H. H. Llewellyn, Eduardo
Martinez, members.
The report therefore was unanimOn
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zona tie. they present the picture of
the picturesque westerner of fifty
years ago. Hut they are not the bad
they are
men they look, otherwise
kind hearted and very peaceable.
Wreckers at Work on the Frisco There is little fear of them riding
down the main thoroughfare, shooting
out the lights and holding u;, the booze
Road in Kansas.
joints, as formerly was the cubtora of
the bad westerners. They appear in
the role of the cowboy because it Is
RAN WILD DOWN STEEP GRADE western and It Is more fascinating
than wearing the conventional eastern
garb. When they learned that their
German Bor.bardment Confirmed Ths great game, was only the vagnbond
coyote, their spirits did not shrink to
unknown depths, but they proceeded
Bubonic Plague.
to have the animals skinned and the
hides tanned, which they will take
PUGILIST"
BOY
KILLED back east with them to demonstrate
"SCHOOL
and embellish their weird and untame
stories of the wild and desperate west.
Fort Scott, Kan., Jan. 22.
Real Hunters Return.
Passenger train No. 104 on the
Joseph Barnett and Jack Dixson
St. Louis & San Francisco rail- two real .hunters of the city, return
road, en route from Springfield to
ed
home this morning, after a week's
open
an
into
City,
ran
Kansas
hunt along the river and on the Jorswitch at South Greenfield this
nado del Muerto in the vicinity of
morning and crashed Into a
Rincon. They say that, although plenfreight train. Engineer Fred
ty
of quail exist down there, many
passenger,
was
Fisher, of the
traps set here and there are fast thinkilled instantly. Fireman Ed. Gil- ning them out. Being true sportsmen
bert was fatally hurt, and the ex- they bagged a hundred or more, and
press messenger Is missing. The
brought them to the city. Several Inpassengers escaped with a shaktimate friends were remembered, and
Ing up.
"quail on toast" will be enjoyed toThe entire train was destroyed
night.
by fire that started soon after the
wreck occurred.
Oregon and Washington.
The wreck occurred just off the N
Salem. Ore., Jan. 22. On ballot for
N
curve
sharp
a
whne the
S trestle at
United States senator todayC. W. FulV train was running at high speed.
gained one vote,
ton
Geer lost
The switch had been set deliber- one. The ballot resulted as follows:
ately for the sidetrack and the
Fulton, 32; Geer, 17; Wood, democrat,
lights turned to indicate a clear
17; N. C. George, 6; H. L. Plttock, 4;
track. It was evidently the work
scattering, 11; absent, 4; necessary to
of either train robbers or persons
holce, 46.
maliciously inclined,
Tacoma, Wash., Jan. 22. Tho legisKansas City, Jan. 22. A spe- lature took two ballots for United
clal from Springfield says: "Sev- States senator today with the follow
eral passengers were injured in
ing results: Arkeny, 62, gain, 2; Pres
the 'Frisco wreck at Bouth Greenton, 41, loss, 1; Wilson, 11, loss, 1;
field and physicians have left for
Turner, democrat, 22; Sharp, 6; Allen,
(
.
the scene.
3, loss, 1; Crow, 1, loss, 3; Sanders, 1;
necessary to choice. 9. ,

TRAIN BURNED UP

RAN

WILD.

Dividend Declared. '
New York, Jan. 22. The directors
of the Northern Securities company
declared a quarterly dividend of 114
per cent, payable February 4. This is
on a basis of 44 per cent, and an in
crease of a half of 1 per cent over the
previous rate.
'.

.

Coal Cars Break from Train and Dash
Down Steep Grade.

Salt Lake City. Utah, Jan. 22.
loaded cars of the Rio
Grande coal train broke away while
the train was pulling Into the switch
at Red Narrowst and ran wild down
the long steep grade to Thistle Junction, seven miles away. All but two
cars left the track about a mile east
of the station, and were literally
ground to kindling wood, having
ous.
reached a speed of probably 100 miles
Mr. Lucero made a fiery address In an hour. The other two cars were dedefense of his seat. After he had spok- railed in the yards. No one was inen for thirty minutes, Mr. Kilpatrick jured.
moved the enforcement of the fifteen
Bombardment Confirmed.
minute rule. Messrs. Llewellyn, TurWashington, Jan. 22. A cablegram
ner and Dalies moved unanimous consent for Mr. Lucero to proceed with received from Mr. Russell, American
He in charge at Caracas, confirming the
his speech. This was granted.
spoke fifteen minutes longer.
The press reports that three German warprevious question was moved and or- ships had began to bombard Fort San
Carlos yesterday. The cablegram does
dered, 17 to 6 votes.
The report was then adopted and not Indicate the result of the bomMr. Lucero was unseated by a vote of bardment.
20 to 2, Messrs. Baca and Mclvers vot"School Boy Pugilist" Killed.
ing no.
Scituate, R. 1., Jan. 22. Eugene McThe Contest Caiei.
On motion of Mr. Dalies and Major
The committee on privileges and Llewellyn that Mr. Antonio Lucero be Carthy, "school boy pugilist," died toelections reported on the contest of C. appointed a committee of one to escort day from the effects of a blow received
F. Abreu vs. M. B. Stockton from Col- Hon. William H. Coleman to the bar in a bout here last night with Hugh
fax county, in favor of the contestee, of the house to be sworn in was voted Murphy. McCarthy received the blow
head
M. B. Stockton, republican, because he down and a committee consisting of on the body but fell and his
received 1.446 votes, while his oppon- Messrs. Cristoval Sanchez, Antonio struck the floor with great force.
ent, Charles F. Abreu, democrat, re- Lucero and Carl A. Dalles was appointFIRST TEST VOTE.
ceived only 1,019 votes. The report of ed by the chair to escort Mr. Coleman.
the committee was unanimous.
Mr. Coleman was thereupon sworn in
Senator Quay Secured It in YesterMr. Lucero made an Impassioned ha- by Speaker Nestor Montoya.
day's Senate.
rangue attacking the committee's reThe oath was then ordered to be adThe following dispatch was received
port.
ministered to a number of additional
too late for yesterday's Citizen:
Mr. Cristoval Sanchez defended the employes.
The house then adjourned until 10 Special to The Citizen.
committee's action In a forceful manWashington, D. C Jan. 21. First
ner.
o'clock Thursday forenoon.
test vote in the senate arose today
The speaker reproved Mr. Lucero
when Quay resisted Cullora's motion
Legislative Notes.
for ungentlemanly
remarks about
to go into executive session on the
'"gag" rule.
Both legislative houses will probably
Cuban treaty. Quay won by ten votes.
The report was adopted by a vote of adjourn today until Monday.
20 to 2, Messrs. Ivers and Lucero votSpeaker Nestor Montoya keeps his This vote does not Bhow the whole
ing against the adoption of the re- temper remarkably well and his parlia- strength of the statehood bill on its
li. S. RODEY.
port.
mentary decisions thus far have been merits.
The contest case of C. F. Abreu was very fair.
"MIGHTY HUNTERS."
thereupon dismissed.
President Chaves of the council yesThe report of the committee on the terday appointed Mr. Martinez, and
contest case of William H. Coleman Speaker Montoya of the house named Three Eastern Tenderfeet Bring In
Three Coyotes.
vs. Antonio Lucero was then read as Mr, Baca as additional members of the
The young aspiring hunters, who
follows:
statehood committee.
come here from the east with enlarged
Your committee on privileges and
Even though women have not the visions
of great game, have only been
elections, to whom was referred the ntf.Dffa
nnnar.
Movliui
.
. r,
.In KTou.
...
i . . , thotr
t i'
"
j
'
'
election contest of Wm. H. Coleman vs. (nit" have considerable pull, judging able to bring back from their trips
Antonio Lucero for the office of repre- from the positions they secured among across the mesas, a bag of blasted
hopes and destroyed visions. How
sentative from the fourth legislative the legislative employes.
district of the territory of New MexHon. Eduardo Martinez, one of the ever, there are three young hunters,
ico, have had the same under consid- few democrats in the house, voted Walter Boswick, Wayne Wolcott and
eration, and I am directed to report to .with the republicans to unseat Anto Fay Gager, who hail from the breezy
the house of representatives as fol- nio Lucero. He made a clear explana- lake city of Cleveland, that came in
lows:
tion In English of his position in the yesterday with saddles laden down
From the face of the returns of the matter.
with their catch, supposing they had
election out of which the contest arose
killed some of the wild and ferocious
evidently
still
is
A.
W.
Mclvers
Hon.
it appears that Antonio Lucero had a new to legislative ropes, but although game of New Mexico. These young
majority of eighty-eigh- t
(88) votes. It j be Is one of the minority, he will have men may be seen riding through the
further appears from the testimony I considerable to say on all legislation streets most any day on vicious lookthat the name of Antonio Lucero was under consideration before the session ing broncos. They wear the eharac-terlstiupon a ticket known as the "republi- is half over.
garb of the western cowboy,
can Independent" ticket, the emblem
and with their broad sombrero, blue
or marking device of which was a flag.
shirts, red handkerc.'.ief with the Ari
(Continued oa page four.)
Twenty-seve-

h
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Against Bubonic Plague.
Guayaquil, Ecuador, Jan. 22. It has
been decided to close all ports of this
republic to steamers from San Fran
cisco, owing to the importation of bu
bonic plague. Vessels which left San
Francisco January 20 or after that
date will not be permitted.

VERY LIVELY
IN COLORADO
Molding Joint Session Tel
ler's Announcement.
STILL DEBATING ON STATEHOOD BILL,

Clash In Miners9 ConventionThe Basebalt

magnates are Warring.

Denver, Jan.

22.

The house

cham-- 1

bitl

was

then

resumed,'

Burnham

her, which Is held by a guard of thirty speaking In opposition to the bill.
reThe senate committee on commerce
armed men posted by
publicans in control of the organiza- today authorized an adverse report on
tion, was tightly closed today against the bill creating a port of entry at Port
antl-Wolco-

everybody, not even members being
allowed to enter.
The house does not meet today.
The democratic senators, who held
the senate hall all night, and the republican senators, who sit in the lieutenant governor's room, both convened
this morning.
The democratic senators took a recess till 11:30 and a caucus of democratic members of both houses was
held. Reporters were excluded. Senator Teller was present and declined
to make any statement whatever.
Democrats Address Caucus.
Adams, Thomas, Hughes and O'Don-nel- l
addressed the caucus, each declaring he was not candidate for the
senatorshlp.
Teller announced in his speech that
he would withdraw if his candidacy
stood in the way of election.
At noon the president pro tern, Adams, called the Joint session to order,

Joint Session Convened.

Arthur, Texas, but took no action on
the bill locating a port at Sabine Pass,
which has leen Port Arthur's chief
rival for the coveted distinction. The
Port Arthur bill is championed by Senator Bailey, who hag for the past few
days, when In the senate, refused to
allow any bills to go through by unanimous consent because of the failure
of the committee to act upon this
measure.

In the House.
Washington, Jan. 22. Immediately
after the house convened today, members of the committee on naval af--'
fairs, who have been Investigating the
Lessler bribery charges, filed Into the
house, and Fobs, chairman of the com- mittee, offered a resolution to order a
full Investigation. The resolution was
unanimously adopted.
The house proceeded with the PWJ- -.
v,
lpplne coinage bill. ,. -- :.
The paval committee ot the house
decided to conduct the Lessler bribery
investigation and not delegate its au-

Only
thority to the
members were pre
It also
ent when the Joint session convened, decided to allow representatives ot
Kelly and Madden, house democrats, the press associations to be present at
being absent.
the Investigation.
On motion of Senator Rush, the ser
geant at arms of the senate was or
MINERS' CONVENTION.
dered to bring In the absentees. Sen
ator Palmer, republican, entered the Clash Between Conservative and Soforty-nin-

e

r

--

e.

chamber, and was not permitted
leave.

"

to

cialistic Factions.
Indianapolis, Jan. 22. In the miners
convention today there came a clash
Unseating by Wholesale.
All the defeated republican
candi- between the conservative and socialdates for the legislature are In the istic factions. It originated in a resolution from an obscure local union favcity.
The republicans propose at tomor oring an expression of government
row's session of the house, it Is said, ownership of coal mines and railroads.
to unseat twenty-fivdemocratic men It was eventually referred to a com..
hers and to give their seats to the re mittee.
publicans.
BASE BALL MAGNATES.
The republican senate. It is also
said, will throw out all democratic
They Are Still Warring Over Peace
senators.
Agreements.
Governor Peabody, it is declared,
will. recognize both house and senate,
Cincinnati, Jan. 22. After ratifying
unanimously the peace agreement at
thus made solidly republican.
2 o'clock this morning, with a draTeller for Party Success.
matic scene, the National league to-Senator Teller, in his speech at the day continued its adjourned session.
democratic caucus, said he had no in After discussing the peace agreements
tentlon of withdrawing. However, be for three successive days and nights
did not believe one man's desires with the minority, New York and
should be placed above party Biiccess, Brooklyn, it was allowed to have Its
and If later be was convinced that his way In everything. The majority gave
party could not unite on him be would notice late last night It would
rule.
withdraw and advise his supporters to and an ultimatum is said to have been
any
party
cast their votes for
other
made unconditionally by August Hercandidate.
mann, who presented the majority report
of the committee of the whole.
Kelly Can t Be Found.
Representative
Madden later en While the peace agreement has been
tered the joint session voluntarily, but ratified without changing a word, a
Kelly has not been found. He was resolution was adopted to compensate
seen this morning In the basement of Brooklyn for the Kiss of Pitcher Donovan, and other resolutions that New
the capltol.
The Joint assembly remains in ses York In tho American circuit means
borough Manhattan and not Greater
sion but nothing doing up to 2 p. m.
New York.
Kelly Still Absent.
Kelly has not yet been found. The
Joint assembly is still sitting, but no
vote has been taken.
Delegate Rodey Thanks Senator J. B
Foraker.
NATIONAL LEG SLATION J3
The following correspondence Is Interesting:
Statehood Bill in the Senate Other
Washington, D. C, Jan. 15, 1903.
Important Legislation.
Hon. J. B. Foraker, United States senWashington, Ja. 22. Upon the con- ate. Dear Sir: On behalf of myself
clusion of routine business in the sen- and all the people of the great terriate today, Fairbanks announced that tory of New Mexico, and in so far as I
after a conference with Senator Quay am authorized so to do for the people
he would not call up the immigration of Arizona and Oklahoma, I tender you
bill today as he bad Intended but sincere thanks for the splendid speech
would do so tomorrow.
you are now delivering on the floor of
The statehood bill was then taken the senate in behalf of the omnlbmt
up.
statehood bill, and the manly defense
The senate committee on Philip- of the libelled people of New Mexico
pines today authorized a favorable re- you are making. Sincerely yours,
port on the Philippine tariff bill which
B. 8. RODEY.
recently passed the houHe. but with Delegate In Congress for New
Mexico.
Important amendments.
Senator Quay yielded to permit the
Ministers Oppose Smoot.
passage of the bill to authorize the
Salt Lake, Utah, Jan. J2. The minpresident to appoint Brigadier General isterial association telegraphs objecB. C. Merrlam, United States army,
tion to Senator Burrows, chairman of
retired, to the grade of major general the senate committee on elections,
on the retired list.
against the seating of Senator-elec- t
Debate on the omnibus statehood Smoot.
e

DELAYED NO. 2.
Reports That Engineer Render Was
Killed Are False.
Passenger train No. 2 from the weet,
due to arrive here at 8:05 o'clock this
morning, Is very late and will not get
here until late this afternoon.
A report received at 3 o'clock this
afternoon says that the passengers
aboard It will take supper here.
Although it Is not positively known
here what caused the doiay, it Is very
probable that the freight wreck which
occurred Tuesday night on Cajon pass,
and of which an account was published in last evening's Citizen, is the
cause
Trains due here tonight from the
north are reported on time.
The rumors afloat on the streets this
afternoon that there had been a big
wreck on the west end of this division,
in which it was reported that Engineer
II. J. Rehder was killed, are without
foundation.
Santa Fe Agent Myers
was seen this afternoon and he stated
that the reports were false, and that
there had been no wreck, or no one
had been killed on this division to his
knowledge. How the rumors got started he did not know, but there was
nothing to It.
Mr;. S. T. Ellsworth Dcsd.
Mrs. Shedrlck T. Ellsworth, a well
known and highly respectful colored
woman of the city, died this morning
at 7:30 o'clock at the residence on
Roma avenue, after a long Illness.
Mrs. Ellsworth was about 53 years of
age, and had been in poor health for
the last three years.
The husband, Shedrlck Ellsworth, is
well known In Albuquerque. He was
porter at the Commercial club for
about ten years. At present he la at a
mining camp near Tucson, Arizona.
The sad news of the death of his wife
waasent him this morning but no reply
has yet been received. He Is some distance from the railroad and a reply
could not be expected Immediately.
Two young daughters; 16 and 13 years
old respectively, are left without a
mother's care. Ed. Ellsworth, son, Is
porter at the local, depot. Arrangements for the funeral will be made as
soon as word is received from Mr.
Ellsworth.
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Prescription Druggists

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Careful Attention Given to Prescription Work
Opposite Alvarado Hotel

nage recommends free text books for
JJJbu
the public schools, a local option law
and the creation of the offices of InMcCREIGHT, Publishers surance commissioner, traveling audWtFGHKH
commissioner.
itor and Irrigation
Editor There Is a surplus In the territorial
HucIm
City
Editor
and
T. McCTlKfat....MT.
treasury of $380,000.
FVHard Daily and Wekly.
The Las Vegas Record Is carrying
on, through Its columns, a "most popcontest." By the
ular conductor's
way, under present management, the
Record shows marked improvement.
Associated Press afternoon dispatches
Largest City and County Circulation
The I.as Vegas Record says:
county has secured nine repreTHs Largsst New Mexico Circulation
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation sentatives among the employes of the
legislative council. Among them are
Miss Lou Hughes and that long time
Osvtoa of thla paper mar be found on strenuous
democrat. Col. J. O. Al
of our
Is St Washington In tb CJ. ofllc
Bigger, IS bright. Bernalillo has also six em
stiMilal eorriHndnt, K.
W
N. W.. Waablnstoa D. C
ployes In the house, making fifteen in
all. Not bad for Bernalillo.
Tsrms of Subscription.
Xtafly, ly mall, one year
tM
1.00
llkUjr, by mall, sts months
And now the doctors are spoiling It
1.60
by mall, tbree months
JUy,
W all by explaining that the germ of lazione
by
month
mall,
Xfelly,
76
Dully, by earner, ode month
which they have discovered
1.00 ness
Weekly, by mail, per year
will be delivered in causes only a particular kind of lazi'ihe Daily Citlaen
per
N
cents
of
rate
ftHk,etiysr atforthe low
cents per moatn, when ness and not the ordinary, every day
paM monthly. These rates are less than- kind, such as effects all of us. But
those If any other dally paper In the ter- then it Is the privilege of the lazy man
always to believe that he has the real
thing and is not to blame for not lik
ing work.

Daily

i uc

A
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Some old fellow out In California is
known as Lucky Baldwin, but if ever
anybody was entitled to the appellation "Lucky" It Is that man Guffey,
the Texas oil wizard. Not only does
petroleum burst out wherever he decides to dig for it, but it keeps on
spouting. Now while other people's
Mexlco demands 8ttehood from gushers around Beaumont are dying
up the Guffey company's well at Sour
the Fifty Seventh Congress.
Lake Is good for 20,000 barrels a day.
A alight difference Is already perceptible In the length of the days.
The push of settlement and of population in the busy southwest is steadIt la still in order when you com- - ily crowding over into Old Mexico, and
anence to write a letter to write 1902, if Sefior Diaz doesn't look out he will
s
then blot out the two and try to make find that Yankees are worse than
when they get Btarted. It Is said
Jt look like a 3.
that agents of the Texas Central railhave induced 500 colonists to
The ground hog will Boon be ge road
from Geer county, Oklahoma, to
ting ready to venture out of his hole move
m February 2 for making his weather Mexico. They will take possession of
17,600 acres of land sold to them at 30
prognostications.
cents an acre.
The official list of territorial emJohn D. Rockefeller has given $12,- ployes of the lower house of the legislature has not, as yet, been given out 000,000 to Chicago University up to
this time and perhaps as much more
for the public. Publish the list.
to other educational and charitable in
The Blackfoot Indians who have stitutions. The increase made in the
gone to Washington to ask that they price of oil which has been made by
be put to work evidently have been Rockefeller and his associates, be
grossly mlBlead as to what work really cause of the scarcity of other fuel has
enabled them to collect, it adds to the
is.
profits of these gentlemen $92,000,000
The entire steamboat building Inter- a year. The bulk of this, of course,
ests on the Ohio river have gone Into comes from the limited earnings of the
a trust, and It is rumored that Com poor. But then this may only be a
xnodore Kent will organize a trust on coincidence.
the Rio Grande.
The Las Vegas Record pays the folllontana liquor men will fight the lowing compliment to the speaker of
passage of a Sunday closing law, the house: "Nestor Montoya was un
though why they should Is not plain, animously selected as speaker of the
ju It would not make much difference legislative house. Mr. Montoya is forty
with their business.
two years of age. He Is a well known
newspaper man, having founded La
A wireless chess match between Voz del Pueblo of this city and having
has been a nov residee here for a number of years.
steamers In
elty of the past week. Now let them He is at present editor of La Bandera
try a spelling match, using some of Americana at Albuquerque and Is recthe words that the printers fall down ognized as without a superior, if inon.
deed he has an equal, as an Interpreter of Spanish Into English or EngliBh
People freezing to death to the north into Spanish."
of us for want of coal, when there are
thousands of acres of It just beneath
the surface of this territory, is an ar
gument for new railroads and territorial development. '

Falls to Free the Alleged Ineurance
Swindler at El Pato.
A dispatch from El Taso, dated January 19, rays:
The extradition case of Richardson.
Mason and Dr. Marie, the three alleged
insurance swindlers, wanted In Chihuahua. Mexico, to answer the charpe
of murder, was again called In the Uncourt.
ited States commissioner's
When the cape proceeded to trial It
was found that the extradition document had the names of all the defendants wrong. The attorneys for the
defendants moved a dismissal of the
case on technical grounds, but Commissioner Howe evaded the trouble
and dismissed the case pending and
filed a new one giving the Mexican
government forty days in which to correct the complaint and document.
Mason, one of the defendants, who
hai been In comatose condition since
his arrest, was brought Into court by
order of the magistrate, several physicians having testified that he Is merely shamming. He was apparently insensible when ho arrived and was
placed on a bench, where he remained throughout the proceedings, writhing and groaning and with his eyes
closed.
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EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION.
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $100,000.00.

How ait abscess in the Fallo
pian Tubes of Airs. Hollinger
was removed without a surgical
know how "hot under the collar" and
operation.
c
had nn abscess in ray nide in over the bosom

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. 8. OTERO, President
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Atat
Cashier
WM. MclNTOSH
80LOMON LUNA
GEO. ARNOT.
J. C. BALDRIDGE
A. M. BLACKWELL
W. A. MAXWELL
DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY

It makes you when,

"I
to dress for an evening's enthe fallopian tulw (the fallopian just readyyou
find your best shirt unfit
tule is a connection of the ovaries). joyment,
I suffered untold misery and was

to wear.

Why run the risk of such a

I could scarcely get around. mishap when we always do your work
ffC8ssaoacw3CrOJXa
The sharp burning pains low down all right every way?

so weak

in my Bide were tcrnhle. My physician said there wan no help for me
unless I would go to the hospital
and be operated on. I thought
beforo that I would try Lydia R.

Free Curo for Sick Headache.
Chamberlain's P.tomach and Liver
Tablets are a certain cure for sick
headache. If taken as soon as the
flrst indication of the disease appears
they will prevent the attack. Get a
free sample at all drug stores and give
them a trial.
SHOOTS
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TECHNICAL ERROR.

THE POPULAR uRUG STORE
The Alvarado Pharmacy,

UK

Pinkhnm's Vegetable Compound

which, fortunately, I did, and it has
made mo a stout, healthy woman.
Sly advice to all women who suffer
with any kind of female troublo is
to commence taking Lydia E.

Pinkham'g Vegetable Compound
at once." Mrs. Ia.v S. IIollinger,

A MINER.

Justice of the Peace Uses His Gun
With Fatal Results.'
Monday morning at Agullar, near
Trinidad, at 2 o'clock, James D. Ritchie shot Thomas Bruce through the
head.
Ritchie, who is a Justice of the
peace, was tending bar in a saloon.
Bruce, a miner, entered the saloon and
made some remarks reflecting upon
Ritchie's mother, whereupon Ritchie
shot him.
Bruce, It Is Bald, had carried a revolver constantly until the time of the
shooting.
The inquest resulted in a verdict by
the coroner's Jury that Ritchie did the
shooting, but does not say whether
with felonious Intent.
Bruce died a few hours after the
shooting. Ritchie 13 In jail at Trini
dad.'
A

StilvideO, Ohio. f 5000 forfeit If Qrlginalaf
about letttr projlnj gtnulnencis cannot be produced.

J.

Imperial Laundry

M. flOORE
(ESTABLISHED 1886.)

Back of Postoffice.

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

Silver
Avenue
Stable

It would seem by this statement that women would savo
time and much sickness if th;y
LIVERY, FEED AND 8ALE.
would get Lydia K. Plnkhani's
Vegetable. Compound at om,
114 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
and also write to Mrs. Pinkham
Old 'Phone A22.
at Lynn. Mass., for special advice. It Is free and always helps.
No other person can give sueh
Saddle Horses a Specialty. We
helpful advice an Mrs. Pinkham board
horse andhave first class rigs
to women who are siek.
U E. CAREY, Prop.
for hire.

ABSTRACTS OF TITLZ TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOU8E8 RENTED. RENT8 COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND NON RESIDENTS.

cessful here. When John Brockman
B. A. SLEYSTER.
secured the Pearce mine, In Pearce,
Ariz., he employed Mr. Toomey as his
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
superintendent, after which time the
FIRE INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE,
latter never returned to New Mexico.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
He became interested In mines In ColoMANAGER OP
CROMWKLL BLOCK.
rado, where he contracted the cold ROOMS
Antomatlo Telephone 174.
which caused his death.
Mr. Toomey was a prominent western man, belonging to several mining
and social clubs in this part of the
Next Door to First National Bank.
country. The funeral was held Friday
FAKE HAIR PREPARATIONS.
New Telephone 222.
in Boston and a long train of carriages
respected
Do Hair No Good, But Often Cause it paid honor to the much
to Fall Out
dead. Silver City Independent.
Many hair preparations are "fake"
One Hundred Dollars a Box.
because they are merely scalp Irritants. They often cause a dryness, is the value H. A. Tisdale, Summerton,
making the hair brittle, and, finally, S. C, places on De Witt's Witch Hazel
lifeless. Dandruff Is the cause of all Salve. He says: "I had the piles for
trouble with hair. It Is a germ disease. 20 years. I tried many doctors and
K. P. HALL, Proprietor
The germ makes cuticle scales as It medicines, but all failed except De
digs to the root of the hair, where it Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. It cured
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pullers,
destroys the hair's vitality, causing the me." It is a combination of the healing
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
with
anti
hair to fall out. To cure dandruff, the properties of Witch Hazel
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
germ must be killed. 'Destroy the septics and emollients; relieves and
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK
EAKIN
cures blind, bleeding
MELINI
cause, you remove the effect.' New-bro- permanently
Herpiclde is the only hair prepar- itching and protruding piles, sores, WHOLESALE LIQUORS & CIGARS
ation that kills the dandruff germ, cuts, bruises eczema, salt rheum ana
thereby leaving the hair to grow luxur- all skin diseases. J. H. O'Rlelly & Co,
We handle everything in our line
and B. H. Brigga & Co:
iantly.
Distillers Agents
Send
druggists.
by
leading
"Sold
HOT
SPRINGS
&
SULPHUR
JEMEZ
Taylor & Williams
Special
Herdistributors
to
sample
ihe
luc in stamps for
STAGE LINE.
Louisville, Kentucky.
piclde Co., Detroit, Mich. B. H. Briggs
Carries the U. S. mall; only line with
& Co., special agents.
' '"
.
.I..."
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a change of stock en route; good rigs, 111 S. First St., Albuquerque, N. M
THE BAR ASSOCIATION.
horses and drivers; leaves AlbuquerSatElection of Officers, Committee on que every Tuesday, Thursday and adurday at 5 a. m. For particulars
New Rules of Supreme Court,
dress W. L. Trimble & Co., agents, Al
Next Meeting.
BLOCK, proprie
The New Mexico Bar Association at buquerque, or J. B.
CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.
Its adjourned meeting on Monday last tor, Jemez.
Presl
following
officers:
elected the
PROFESIONAL CARDS
dent, A. H. Harllee, of Silver City:
MINING ENGINEER
vice president, First district, Earl E.
Eldebottom; second, A. B. McMillen;
V. V. Clark,
BRAN IN CARLOAD
third, W. B. Walton; fourth, C. J.
Mining and metallurgical engineer. 106 FLOUR AND
Gavin; fifth. H. M. Dougherty. Solic. Wrst Oold avenue. Albuquerque. N. M
LOT8 A 8PECIALTY.
DRC H l VB . Iti'IMiriO.
.uivrv, nuu ii,,,",
New Mexico
tor General E. L. Bartlett was re plans
reduction works; mines and Albuquerque,
elected secretary, and George W. mining and
Investments; second hand mining
treasurer of machinery; cuHtom assaying and analysis.
Knaebel was
A.
the association.
(if
FIRE INSURANCE
DENTISTS.
The association then adjourned until
Edmund J. Alger, U. O. S.
Secretary Mutual Building Association
Monday next, at which adjourned
Office hours, 8:30 Office at J. 0. tialdrldge's Lumber Yard
Railroad avenue.
meeting the committee on rules, con' 3u6
.. mtl to 12:su p. m.; i:au p. m. to o p. m.
tit
slsting of Messrs. Childers, ciancy,
462.
Appointments made by
Bartlett, Jones, Spless, McMillen and man.
, sr
Fitch will report a new set of ruleB
Ellis MacDougail, D. D. S.
for presentation to and adoption by
N. T. Armijo building, room 2. Office
supreme court of the territory.
the
8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p.
hours,
suffers
female
woman
from
a
When
PUMPS,
m. to 5 p. m. Appointments made by
weakuess and irregularity or other forms
When you" want to buy Flour and Bran, cr want to sell
TANKS AND WINDMILLS,
Don't Worry.
mail.
of womanly disease, the effect is cer
yet it
done,
Is
FENCING,
HITCH
said
than
This
easier
METAL
Wheat, write 10
tain to be marked in ner nervous sys- may be of some help to consider the
RINGS AND TREE GUARDS.
BELEN, N. M
LAWYERS.
Props.
tem, the general effect being, as in Mrs. matter. If the cause is something over
CO.,
THE JOHN BEOKEK
Wooum s case, " nervous neailacues, rest
you
It
Is
no
obvt
control
which
have
Bernard 8. Kodey
n
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
condilessness at nihtn and a
No. 516.
that worrying will not help the ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque, N. LEAD AVENUE, BETWEEN FIRST Automatic Thone
tion. It is simply common sense then ous
No. 1 1 J.
Telephone
business)
On
hand,
other
given
In
the
to
Bell
least.
matter
all
M.
the
attention
I'romnt
which says if you cure the female weakAND SECOND 8TREETS.
profession. Will practo
the
you
pertaining
only
your
have
if
control
within
ness, irregularity, etc., you will cure the
tice In all courts of the territory and beAutomatic Telephone 508.
nervousness, sleeplessness and other con- to act. When you have a cold and fear fore the United States land office.
an attack of pneumonia, buy a bottle
sequences of womanly disease.
Ira M. Bond
FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
Dr. Tierce's Favorite Inscription cures of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and
42 F Street N. W.,
the womanly diseases which undermine use it judiciously and all cause for ATTORNET-AT-LAcan depend upon securii
Ladles
pat
pensions,
lanus,
Washington,
1. C
the general health. It establishes regu- worry as to the outcome will quickly ents, copyrights,
patent,
permanent
relief from irregular i
cavtats,
letters
There Is no danger of trade marks, claims.
larity, dries enfeebling drains, heals in- disappear.
painful periods by using these wafer
flammation sud ulceration, and cures pneumonia when it is used. For sale
Safe and sure at all times.
William D. Lee
female weakness.
It cures headache, by all druggist?.
.
Office, room T, N.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAvoid worthless substitutes by pur
nervousness, sleeplessness, etc., by curT. Armijo bulliilng. Will practice In all chasing only from our agent.
WELL KNOWN MINER DEAD.
ing the womauly diseases which cause
the courts of the territory.
these ailments.
Paris Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass., im
Sick women are invited to consult Dr. Cold Contracted While Mining was the
R. W. D. Bryan
porters.
Cause,
LOCAL UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.
Pierce, by- - letter, free. All correspondAlbuquerque, N.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW. Y. Walton, prescription druggist,
ence strictly private. Address Dr. R. V,
Michael H. Toomey, a well known M. Office, First National Bank building.
corner Railroad avenue and Third
Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
niinin ' expert, who formerly was ln
Frank W. Clancy
street, Albuquerque, N. M., sole agent
I feel more than erateful to you for the terested extensively in Grant county ATTORNEY-AT-LA8.
N. for Bernalillo county..
rooms t and
benefit I have received from Dr. Pirrce'a FavorAlbuquerque,
M.
N.
Armijo
building,
T.
14.
Discovmines,
died in Boston January
ite l'rckcription aud 'Goltieo Medical
ery," write Mr. Hrvie K. Woodiu, of Millerlun.
Alioi:t a year ago while Mr. Toomey
E. W. Dobsen
Dutchesa Co., N. Y., care of Box No. i. "For a
THOUSANDS SAVED BY
Having other business to attend besldea my atore, I am comIn Cripple ATTORNEY-AT-LAW- .
number of yeara I had been troubled with female was inspecting a mine
Office, Cromwell
weakness, nervoua headache, irregularity,
Quote these prices and see tor
M.
Albuquerque,
N.
block,
to sell my goode at cost
pelled
arose
Btorm
Colo.,
severe
Creek,
a
at night, and, in fact waft all
'
but after taking three bottlea of ' Favorite Hre
yourself.
and during its progress the miner con
John H. 8tingle
cription' and one of 'Golden Medical
HatB, from 50c upwards.
2 packages Coffee, 24c.
For three weeks he ATTORNEY-AT-LAW- .
I have no tracted a cold.
feel that I am entirely cured.
Cromwell block,
For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
more nervoua headaches, and rent very well nt was confined at the
Shoes, Shirts, Feed and candlea all
Brown Palace Albuquerque, X. M.
Raw Coffee, per pound, 11c.
ni(ht ; in fact, feel like a different person,
TROUBLES.
LUNG
cost.
AND
THROAT
pounds
at
$1.00.
for
Java,
medical
attendance
all
and
best
Roasted
thanks to your kind advice and wonderful medi- hotel, but the
6i
PHYSICIANS.
Canned Fruits, at 10e each.
cine. I earnestly advi- - all who sutler from any failed to improve his condition.
4 pounds for 25c.
Eastern
He
Sugar,
positively
medicine
wonderful
This
Dr.
to
once.
write
to
similar troubles
Heicc at
Canned Fruits, 122c and
California
Beans,
pounds
6
Native
of
25:.
Tbey will nut regret it."
went to Tucson, then on to Santa BarCojds
Coughs,
Dr. J. E. Brenson
Consumption,
cures
upwards.
Be,
5
or
25c.
for
at
Favorite Prescription " has the testi- bara, but receiving no relief, went to
Sardines
Hom. opathlo Physician,
Asthma, Pneumonia,
Whiting Block Bronchitis,
Room 17,
mony of thousands of women to its com- Boston and died there
Rice, 4 pounds for 25c.
$2.00 and upwards.
Pleurisy, LnClrippe. Boys' Suits,
Fever,
haj
plete cure of womanly diseases. Do not
Everything else in proportion for
Working
Toomey will be remembered by
$1.00.
Men's
butts.
Mr.
KINDERGARTEN.
accept an unknown and unproved sub- many friends here who will recall his
HoarscnessroThroat and W
CA8H.
Sunday
$5.00.
Good
Suits.
stitute in its place.
Every bottle guaranteed
Miss Phllbrick's
Dr. Pierce's I'leasant Pellets should be prominence as a mining expert. He
A.
Department.
county
Primary
Kindergarten
In
'85
and
was Interested in Grant
used with " Favorite Prescription " whenNO CURE. NO PAY.
3 South Second Strtet
Conveyances
ciub building.
BOTTLES FREE. Opposite A. A P. Shops.
TRIAL
ever a laxative is required.
ftlCE30c.ar.dS1.
and '89 and was comparatively sue Commercial
pupils.
will call for Highland
12-1-

Albuquerque Abstract Company

Ya-qui-

mid-ocea- n

"I have no moro
nervous neaaacnes

A Norwegian vessel with thirteen
wen on board was wrecked, but the
thirteen were saved. Of course the
wreck was caused by the number thirteen, but how did it happen that the
thirteen were saved?
M Senator R, A. Alger will only do
ma he sayB he will and join the state-huo- d
forces, the soldierB of the terri-

tories will say that the "embalmed"
fceef that he fed them during the Spanish-American
war was not half so bad
as painted.

It la very strange that Chinamen at
Haaatlan escape the plague while
Chinatown In San Francisco Is a hot
lied of the malady. Anyhow west
bound tourlsU who are not Mongolians
may as well stop off in New Mexico
autd spend a pleasant summer here.
Good industrious Americans are em
igrating Into Mexico on the south and
tnto Canada and Manitoba on the
north. It would be much better for
this country if we could arrange to
water the arid lands and thus provide
bxunes for these people here In the civ
llized states and territories where they
belong.
The
The Pueblo Chieftain says:
and the proceedings of the
Nev Mexico assembly may well be
called to the attention of the narrow
anultid and jealous people of the east
who are opposing the admittance of
All the
Mew Mexico to statehood.
embers of the assembly speak Eng
make-u-

ilh

p

fluently.

Governor Otero's mes--

and rest very well at
night."

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works

&

's

THE JOHN BECKER CO.,
Roller Mills and Flc vator
1...

Mausard's Mills,

The Largest and Best
Mill in New Mexico
E. WALKER

m

ma

la

1
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Teh-phon-

A. D. JOHNSON
WELL-MAKIN-

run-dow-

COMHERCIAL

PUBLIC

CLUB BUILDINO.
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Disco--er-

hoop-IngCong-

Bratina, General Merchandise
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Railroad Topics

ftrakeman Kelly fell from a car nt
Fox station, up the road, and fractured a rib.
Engineer St earl way has announced
hlmfplf as ready for duty once more
on the right side of the cab, after several days o(T talking politics.
Fireman Packard is a new name on
the board. He will handle the scoop
and manipulate the Injector on the
mighty moguls between Ias Vegas and
Albuquerque.
Frank Robey, a young man short in
stature but long in ability, has arrived
at Laa Vegas from Needles, Cal., and
accepted a position in the shops there
as p. boiler maker.
The Las Vegas Record says: B. 1
Blgnlow, the popular agent for the
Santa Fe at Onava, came down to the
city yesterday, and when ready to return home on No. 2 was reequested to
remain by Ben Williams, the Santa
Fe's efficient special agent. It seems
that some traveling man complains of
having lost his grip of samples, but
the impression Is that he sold them;
and that is what Mr. Williams Is looking after, and in which Mr. Bigelow
could render him assistance.
-

the officials of the Santa Fe telegraph
department, there are some things
which Indicate that the operators are
d'ssatlsfled wltii the wages that are
being paid, and are trying to find some
way out of the dilemma, which the
Santa Fe's refusal to treat with the O.
R. C. has caused.
A

Dyspepsia? Don't lay It to
your wife's cooking. It's

Weldemeyer, Gallup; H. F. Wade, G.
L. Kline, Socorro; P. Ilaguy, C. 11.
Wilson. Dcnverf Juan N. Sanchez,
Cubero; G. R. Bauerbach, Wlnslow; O.
F. Slsco, Toledo; I). V. Oelder, San
Francisco; T. D. McCabe, Little Rock,
Ark.

your liver. Take a good liver
pill, a vegetable pill, just one
little pill at bedtime

Hotel Highland.
Moore, Chicago; Mrs.
Frances Anthony, Fa rmont, Minn.;
J. S. Tucker, E. M. Tucker, F. J.
Stoddard, Algodones. X. M.; A.
Topeka; Sam Lewis, Kansas
City; S. R. Nallle, El Paso.

Ayers
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OUR GREAT.

..CHALLENGE SALE..
DKAWiNO TO A CLQ3EI

Rel-nlsc-

Santa Fe telegraph operator, who

If it's gone so far that you
refuses to allow his name to be published, raid today:
are pale, weak, nervous, then
to
"The statement made
the wages paid to the Santa Fe tele- talk with your doctor about
graphers is incorrect. Either the superintendent does not want to admit the taking Ayer's Sarsaparilh
facts, or else he is trying to fool the also. He knows.
t. C. Aw C"
Low.il. l.. 1,1,.
newspapers. The Union Pacific now,
and has for several years, paid their these men were called upon the caroperators better than the Santa Fe, pet.
their minimum now being $55 on their
"I'd like to say," said one of the
new schedule. On their old schedule brakemen, "that the boys are all going
mini$50,
was
while the Santa Fa
it
to kick If those frleght aren't fitted
mum Is now and has been for years out with parachutes."
$45. There may be a few men In the
"Why do they want them?" asked
Santa Fe general offices or in larger the general manager.
offices who receive better salaries
"Oh, so we can Jump off the side of
than those on the Union Pacific, but the hill when the brakes begin to
as a whole the Santa Fe telegraphers slip."
are not in it."
The balloons have not arrived, and
If there Is a general sentiment that now the Los Angeles committeemen
not
are
will request that the dangerous trains
the Santa Fe telegraphers
Dislocated Her Shoulder,
getting money enough it will not take be cut in two.
Fergus
Mrs. Johanna Soderholm, of
long for them to follow the fashion of
Falls, Minn., fell and dislocated her the day and ask for more pay.
The Secret or Long Life
shoulder. She had a surgeon get it
Consists in keeping all the main orback as soon as possible, but It was
Get a free sample of Chamberlain's gans of the body In healthy, regular
quite sore and pained her very much. Stomach
and Liver Tablets at all drug
Her son mentioned that he had seen stores. They are easier to take and action, and In quickly destroying dead
Chamberlain's Pain Balm advertised more pleasant in effect than pills. ly disease germs. Electric Bitters refor sprains and soreness, and she ask- Then their use is not followed by con- gulate stomach, liver and kidneys,
ed him to buy her a bottle of It, which stipation as Is often the case with purify the blood, and give a splendid
be did. It quickly relieved her and pills. Regular size,
'They work wonders In cur-iD25 cents per box. appetite.
enabled her to sle p, which she had
kidney troubles, female complaints
rot done for several days. The son
SAY IT IS UNSAFE.
nervous diseases, constipation, dyspepwas so much pleased with the relief ;t
gave to his mother that he has since Santa Fe Trainmen Object to Steep sia and malaria. Vigorous health and
strength always follow their use. Only
recommended It to many others. For
,
Cajon Hill.
50c, guaranteed by all druggists
sale by all druggists.
o
Among the grievances which will be
WANT HIGHER WAGES.
Frank Dibert, a prominent official of
presented by the Santa Fe committeemen now in Los Angeles, when they the Pennsylvania Development compaPainters, I rammen and Telegrahers are permitted an audience, will be one ny and the Santa Fe Central railway,
Hot After Railroad Officials.
asking that all freight trains be limited was a visitor to Demlng recently. He
From Topeka State Journal, Jan. 20.
to thirty cars, says a dispatch from was accompanied by his wife, daughter
At a conference held yesterday In San Bernardino.
and son. While at Deming they were
the office of the Santa Fe master car
This is a blow dealt at sensational the guests of Dr. and Mrs. J. P. Byron,
builder between the representatives of occurrances which have taken place the gentlemen being life long friends,
the painters in the Santa Fe paint on the Cajon grade. Just north of here,
shop and a party of officials composed and which have never appeared in
The crowned beads of every nation.
of John Purcell, superintendent of print.
The rich men, poor men and misers
shops, M. Manson, master car builder,
Ml Join In paying tribute to
The Cajon hill is noted for its heavy
and John Hartley, foreman of the paint grade and switchbacks, and as a most
De Witt's Little Early Risers.
shop, the painters were given an 8 dangerous mountain in case of runH. Williams. San Antonio, Texas,
per cent raise of the wages of about aways. Despit all of this, it Is claim- writes: Little Early Riser Pills are
eighty of the men and some conces- ed that the Santa Fe has, for the past the best I ever used In my family. I
sions concerning the piece work sched- several months been running trains unhesitatingly
recommend them to
ules which are to go Into effect today. over twice the length demanded by everybody. They cure constipation,
The first conference that was ever safety. As many as sixty-eigh- t
torpid
cars biliousness, sick headache,
held between the officials and repre- are said to have been sent down the liver, jaundice, malaria and all other
sentatives of the painters concerning hill with but air enough to brake twen- liver troubles. J. H. O'RIelly & Co.
the matter of a raise In wages was ty cars. As a result, time after time, and B. H. Brlggs & Co.
held about three months ago, but noth- freights which have received orders to
PARK SUCCEEDS HILLYER.
ing definite occurred at that time with stop at a little station at the foot of
the, exception that the painters stated the grade, known as Verdemant, have He Is Now Chief Clerk to
Mechanical
their case and their demands, the ful- been unable to brake the cars and, as
Superintendent Joughins.
fillment of which was refused by the a result, have run half a mile past the
Andrew Park, chief clerk to Divisofficials. Ever since that time there siding. As yet, no accidents have ochas been more or less parleying be curred, hut the great danger of a ter- ion Master Mechanic Harlow, of the
tween them.
rible collision may readily be real- Valley division of the Santa Fe, has
been appointed to the chief clerkship
The painters' version of the affair Is ized.
In. the office of Mechanical Superintenthat they asked for a scale of wages
The danger which is most vital t3
that would giv every painter in the the trainmen. Is the possibility of the dent Joughins, of the Coast lines, made
shop 27 cents an hour, but they did train running away on the grade, ow vacant by the resignation of Harry
not get all they asked.
ing to the insufficient brake power. Hillyer, says the San Bernardino Sun.
The former scale ranged from 20 Though not until now published, an
He will arrive from the north tocents per hour to 27. The mett who entire train crew was let out five morrow and ehtef upoh his neW dureceived 20 cents an hour are now re- weeks ago because they refused to ties Monday. Owing to the fact that
ceiving 224. The 22
men now get cornO down the hill on what they con- Mr. Joughins will have moved to Los
24. The men who were formerly get
sidered t) be an unsafe train. Five of Angeles by the first 6f next week It
ting 24 will now get 25. Those getting these
men are still out and their case is not likely that Mr. ParkB will locate
25 or over were not raised. The men
here, even for a day. He" will spend
will be Included" in the grievance.
who were getting the least wages are
amusing
side of the lncl one day visiting here with his brother.
Rather an
the only ones who will profit by the dent
Lea Angeles of- Engineer Parks, of the Santa Fe, and
up
came
the
in
change. The raises now make 4he
fice of General Manager Wells, when with old time friends, for Mr. Parks
scale of wages range from 22
cents
is no stranger to San Bernardino. A
per hour to 27.
FOOD VS. DRUGS.
number of years ago, when Mr. HillSettle Trainmen's Demands.
yer was chief clerk in the office of the
It is reported that a settlement of A Drug Man' Wisdom that Count, division master mechanic In this city,
the demand of the O. R. C. and the B.
It's a shrewd man who, while in the Mr. Parks Was his assistant. From
R. T. for a 20 per cent increase in drug business, learns that although here he was promoted to the chief
wages is expected within a week.
drugs are all right in their place, the clerkship, with the division office In
Compromise on 12
per cent In- use of proper food will make medicine NegilJs, and front there to a similar
crease is now raid to be under consid- unnecessary in the majority of cases
I'usuion in roint nicomona witn
eration.
The employes are holding
"Traveling through various towns,'
Master Mechanic Harlow. This
out for more. It is stated that the writes a drug salesman from Lancas last office he has filled up to the fires
railway officials are willing to pay the ter, Pa., "drinking different waters to ent time. He Is one of the most 6a- which I was not accustomed, eating pable men in the employ of the Sarita'
il per cent.
That some speedy termination of the strangely prepared meals at Irregular Fe, either on this or the eastern end
pending negotiations is expected 1b in hours, I contracted dyspepsia, accom of the system, and will be thoroughly
dicated by the fact that the brother- panied by nervousness, loss of sleep acquainted with the duties which he
hood committees are still in session In and consequently loss of energy. I is about to assume. During his resi
Topeka, and announce their intention often had the 'blues,' that lndescriba dence in San Bernardino he was as
of staying here until their demands bly tough feeling which makes one Is now, a prominent lodge man and he
are compiled with. At Los Angeles, the look on the dark side of every picture. a result claimed many friends. He as
is
committee has camped down In very and see the shadows of life rather than a past master of Phoenix lodge No.
much the same wray. and is giving Jt the substance, imagine the thousand 178, A. F. and A. M. He has been ap
out that It proposes to stay in session calamities that were never In exist- pointed to the clerkship because of
until the Santa Fe coast line officials ence, and so render life almost unbear- his seniority in service and unquestion
agree to the proposed Increase.
able. Many thousands of men under ed ability as a railroad man. Since
Meantime the scene of the negotia- the circumstances would have resorted leaving here he married and has one
tions in in Chicago. There is some to stimulation from drugs or liquor.
child.
mystery about the Chicago situation,
"I happened to read an article on
Mr. Hillyer will remain with the
as it is not known exactly how the ne- Grape-Nut-s
about a case similar to my company for some days, or until after
gotiations are progressing, or whether own and determined to give the food the "moving" is qver with, and
matters
the employes are treating with the a trial. It agreed with me from the get to running smoothly In the new
General Managers' association, or with start and the miserable distress that quarters In Los Angeles.
the operating officials of the various usually came after eating did not manrailways, or with select committees ifest itself when I ate Grape-Nuts- .
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
I
representing the general managers.
asked for this food at eveVy hotel at
Alvarado.
General Manager H. U. Mudge went which I stopped and made it the prinC. W. Daniel, Las Vegas; If. B.
west Sunday, so it is evident that noth- cipal part of the meal. My stomach
ing is expected from him by the com- soon got so I could eat any kind of Bagley, Los Angeles; G. G. Catlin, F.
mittee in session here. Third Vice rich food in connection with Grape-Nut- s C. Krysher, Wm. P. Eilert, Chas. D.
Ray, Chicago; A. F. Pallock, Denver;
President J. W. Kendrick is said to be
without It distressing me. My
representing the Santa Fe In the Chi- dyspepsia and nervousness disappear- O. C. Lunt. D. V. Geldfr, San Francis co; G. M. Miller. Belen; Chas. B. Fercago negotiations.
ed and life looked bright and happy
The employes are represented at once more. I am now well, healthy, rui, Colorado Springs; L. N. Brown,
Chicago by Grand Chief Conductor happy and able to work sixteen hours Wausea, Wis.; J. H. Andrews and wife
M. S. Crary and wife, Boone, Iowa;
Clark of the O. It. C. and Grand Mas- out of the twenty-fou- r
and can sleep
ter Morrisey of the 11. R. T.. A com- like a healthy child the other eight O. Haan, Kansas City; Geo. Strachan,
Chas. If. Barney. New York; W. W.
mittee Is also there selected from the hours.
chairmen of the various local organi"My family soon tires of mushy cer Wylie, wife and daughter, Montana;
J. J. McClymont, St. Louis; Mrs. J.
zations. The general belief is that eals but we never tire of Grane-Nuts- .
these representative employes are ne- The children thrive on It and enjoy it. Martin. Log Angeles; C. L. Doran,
gotiating with the various railway of- lou can publish this If you think It Las Vegas; John Kulzick, Milwaukee;
ficials as individuals and it is not im- will encourage others to try Grape-Nut- s H. H. Mauby. New York; Mrs. L. H.
possible that there will be a difference
Instead of medicine or spirituous McCarty. ..irs. A. M. Kouscup, Chi
in the per cent of increase granted to remedies that stimulate the system for cago.
different roads.
a time, but do not build it up." Name
Sturges' European,
Telegrapher Denies Statement.
given by Postum Cereal Co., Battle
Spitz.
Bert
Kansas City; W. F.Can
In spite of the emphatic denials of Creek, Mich.
non, A. M. Latton, Denver; A. F.
g

,

D.

Geo.

22

Grand Central.
F. A. Front, Moberly. Ma; Jno.
Liberty, Mo.; (5. It. Kelley, Los
Animas, Colo.; O. Small. Wlnslow; W.
Georman, Wlnslow; John Sc"herer, El
Paso; L. Walsh and wife, Pittsburg,
Kan.; J. E. Conboy, Tlios Braumln,
Mis-senio-

Denver.
Metropolitan.
P. Hongland and wife, St. Louis;
1L E. Rogers. Sandusky, O.; H. J.
Kelly anw wife, Denver; B. H. Hill.
Pittsburg, Pa.; M. V. Patterson, wife
and child, Greeley, Colo.; A. D. Rose.
A.

A Scientific Desccvery.

Kodol does for the stomach that
which it Is unable to do for Itself, even
when but slightly disordered or overload. Kodol supplies the natural Juices
of digestion and does the worh of the
stomach, relaxing the nervous tension,
while the inflamed muscles of that
oragn are allowed to rest and heal.
Kodol digests what you eat and enables the stomach and digestive organs to transform all food into rich,
red blood. J. H. O Rielly & Co. and B.
H. Brlggs & Co.
MONUMENTS.
All kinds of stone and marble work.

Prices moderate. Shop and yard corner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
H. Q. MAURINO.
o

Fretn Cut Flowers.

IVES, THE FLORIST.
No tuberculosis preservative or
in Matthews' Jersey ml Ik

col-onn-g

o
Mrs. Bamblnr, at tier parlors, No.
';05 South First street, over the Hyde
Exploring Expltion store, Is prepared
tc give thorough scalp treatment, do

hair dressllng, treat corns, bunions
and ingrowing nails. She gives mag-sagtreatment and manicuring. Mrs.
Bambini's own preparations of complexion cream builds up the skin and
improves the complexion, and are
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling
out; restores life to dead hair; removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Give her a trial. She also has
a very fine tooth powder, which sh
guarantees to be free from all metallic
substances. It perfumes the breath,
hardens the gums and makes the teeth
clean and white. It Is highly recommended by all first class dentists. Also a face powder, a freckle cure, and
pimple cure, tnd pile cure. All of
these preparations are purely vegetable compounds, dive her a trial.
Automatic telephone 490.
Notice,
Notice Is hereby given that Jesus
M. Sanchez has no authority to sell
properties situated below ine upper
Plen ditch belonging to the estate of
Marcos Baca y Velasquez.
JOSE BACA Y RAEL,
ESTEVAN BACA,

rteirs.

I Have You
Anything

To Exchange

Greater Bargains Than Ever Monday,

Tuesday

and Wednesday!

No one can afford to keep away from this store these days. We have been bending every
effort to make the
THREE DAYS days that will ever be remembered by the fortunate ones who share In the bargain offered.
We intend that every day shall mark definite progress, and to that
end we have cut and slashed price that
have never been paralleled In this town. Come in MONDAY and see for yourself whether we are promising
or performing. You will find that we are not exaggerating or misquoting a single Item mentioned In thee
advertisements.
We've nothing shoddy to offer nothing that Is not perfect in textur and atyle. Come
MONDAY, for the

.

BARGAINS ARE LEGION!
The Store the People Talk A bent
IT PAYS TO

Comopolitati
Paper

TRADE
AT THE
LION STORE.

Pattern,

10o
Norm Higher

220 Wss

Leon B.Stern.Propriodp

.The Yellow Tickets are the Bargain Signs.
Linens and Bedding
10c Checked Glass

Towel-

ing
Turkey
Damask

60c

$1.25

Ruffled

7Vi
Table

Red

35
Muslin

Cur-

tains
40c Turkish Bath Towels..
65c Bleached Table Linen.
Wool
California
17.50

Blankets
2.50 Cotton Filled
forts

69
222
39

94.85

Com-

$1.65

Hosieryand Underwear
Boys' 33c Ironclad Hose...l9e
Ladles' 50c Fancy Embroidered Hose
25
Children's 60c Cashmere
Hose
25
Ladles' 35c Lisle Hose.... 19
Ladies' $1.00 Union Suits.. 4g
Boys' $1.00 Union Suits... 48
Children's 50c Vests and

Pants

25

Men's and Boys' Furnishings

Silks

Men's 60c Fleeced Shirts and
Drawers
29
Men's 10c White Handkerchiefs
5
Men's $1.25 AH Wool Underwear
88
Men's 50c and 75c Percale

60c All Wool Albatross. ..
75c All Wool French Flan- -

Shirts

Men's 50c Suspenders
Men's 65c Night Shirts
Men's 25c Half Hose
Boys' 25c Percale WaiBts
Boys' 75c Flannel Waists

29

nel

All Wool Sharkskin
Suiting
85
$2.00 Unllned Skirtings...
984
$1.00 All Wool VIgoreaux..59e
75c All Wool Storm Serge. 48
$1.25 All Wool
Granite
Cloth
69
$1.00 A.I Silk Wash Taf--

25
39

feta

12t

h

15

..-4-

35

$1.50

25t

.

Dress Goods

and

48

Ve--

Black

Moire

Black

Guaranteed

98

lo"--

8

h

MMMHMaHHHMaMilVaBlBHaaBjBaB

Taffeta

Jackets, Skirts and Wrappers

Domestics

Ladles' and Misses' $10.00

Jacket

84.75

Best 10c Outing Flannels. 7
Bleached Muslin.. 5
Amoskeag Apron Ginghams Qjfc
Pepperell
Bleached
Sheeting
22
Indigo and
Red,
Black

Ladles' $5.00 Taffeta Silk
Waists
$2.48
Children's $1.00 Outing Flannel Cloaks
50
Ladles' $1.50 Flannelette Wrappers
69
Ladles' Wool Walking and Dress
off Regular Prices.
Skirts at

h

9-- 4

Prints
Mill Ends
15c Fancy

3

THE OLD YEAR with

75,

Percale.

Flannelette....

54
5
9

its happiness and sadness
and disappointments, its gains and its losses, is gone.
THE NEW YEAR fraught with limitless possibilities, hopes
H

itsrul-fllmen- ts

and ambitions, is here.
May your coming year make your possibilities actual facts;
may your hopes and ambitions be realized; may wealth and happiness be yours.
t

NO BETTER WAY
to obtain these blessings can be suggested than by the purchase of one of

lie WASHINGTON LirE INSURANCE COM-

?

PANY'S combinatipn

fcd policies.

Have you a farm and do you
wnt to trade It for a grocery

tore?
Have you a horse and do u
want to exchange It for a

It will secure you a competency

your old age.

y--

planof

Have you a bicycle and do you
want to exchange It for a

camera?

Have you a gun andf do you
want to trade It for a
Have you a wash boiler' and do
you want to exchange it for
a rug?
Have you a pair of skates and
do you want to trade them
for a punching bag?
Have you a spring overcoat and
do you want to exchange It
for a baby carriage?
Have you a stove and do you
want to trade It for a
Have you a dog and do you
want to exchange him for a

rooster?

It Costs Voi ooly tc a

nerd

in

The Daily Citizen
Want Columns.

It will perpetuate your fortune when you

J"

It will be an asset in your business during Its term,
9

It has a specified cash loan value at 5 per
cent interest after

thi

seconcT

year which will protect your bond from lapse
and you from los.
Many men give from 5 to 30 years of their lives
to the service of
their country to be retired on a pension. You
can buy a 10, J 5 or
payment combination bond, never miss the annual deposit
required
and CREATE YOUR OWN PENSION.
20-ye- ar

Km COMPLETE

ILLUSTRATION OF THE BOND WRITE Oil CALL
UTON

J. H. O'RIELLY
Gen. Man. New Mexico and Arizona.

Albuquerque,

-

-

-

New flexico

'11

THE ALlH.'QUERQDfc DAILY CITIZEN TIU'IISDAV
at work laying out the towns!te

Notes 'from Correspondents
Ing some of his Idle property

SAN MARCIAL

Personal Paragraphs From a

Good

Southern Town.
SjxM'Jal Correspondence.
San Marclal, Jan. 20. Mrs. M. E.
Urn ton returned from El Paso th!s
morning where she lias been taking In
the carnival for the put few days.
The Santa Ko has made a now olTlce
and has added to San Marclal's popu
lation one more family, Mr. Beckett,
lvll

here for

rental purposes.

manner.

uSpreme Court.
The supremo court was In session
yesterday morning, with Chief Justice
Mills presiding, and Associate Justice
John R. McFle, Associate Justice F. W.
Parker and Associate Justice B. S.
Baker present. Clerk J. D. Sena and
Solicitor General Partlott were also
present.
The fellowlng cases were submitted
on brief:
No. 993, C. T. P,rown, receiver,
vs. Henry Lockhart et al., appellants, appeal from the district court
of Bernalillo county.
No. 994, Henry Lockhart et al., appellees, appeal from the district court
of Bernalillo county.

Mr. MeNally returned from Topeka
a few daya ago, where he has been on
company business.
A. R. Hara la In Santa Fe attending
to territorial business, where he will
Ie for a few weeks.
Richard McQulllin is on the sick list
with a very bad cold In his head.
San Marclal Is to be supplied with a
new telephone exchange at once. It
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
will connect all the neighboring towns.
Clyde, old town and all the smaller
villages.
It will make another fine
enterprise for San Marclal. In connec- Several Big Concerns File Incorportion with the telephone an electric
light plant will be erected. San Maration Papers.
clal has long needed an electric light

plant.

Mrs. B. W. Crulckshank is acting
postmistress" In H. HT Howard's ab- -

HYDE EXPLORING EXPEDITION

-

in Santa Fe as rep- U Postocps have been established at
resentative for Socorro and Sterra Hebron, Colfax county, and at Puebll- counties. He will be there for at least tos, Valencia county.
tiro months.
H. Bonem leaves for the east tomorIncorporations.
row morning, where he will take In
The Sellgraan Brothers company, o
some of the large cities for a few Santa Fe, was incorporated with a capweeks.
ital stock of $10,000, divided into 10U
The work on the new Santa Fe depot shares of the par value of $100 each.
Is to start at once. Some of the new The company Is authorized to buy and
material la here now.
sell dry goods, boots and shoes,
furnishing goods, etc., and
John Christian, a ranchman, who
won second prize In the roping contest to have and hold real estate. The term
at the El Paso carnival, returned home of existence is fifty years and the di
this morning. He will leave for his rectors are James L. Seligman, Arthur
ranch in the morning.
Seligman and Fiances Seligman. ' Richard McQulllin has been promot
The Hagerman Lumber & Hardware
ed from night clerk In the depot to be company, ot Hagerman, unaves counone of Superintendent McNally's ty, was incorporated.
The capital
clerks and Allle Howard also goes up stock is $10,000, divided into . 100
a little farther, and is now auditor of shares of the par value of $100 each.
the wheel report.
The term of existence is fifty years,
James Hitchcock, who has been at and the directors are Charles C.
tending school at Las Cruces, came up
John Shaw and A. It. Teetle.
last night He is to take Richard
The Hyde Exploring Expedition of
place as night clerk at the New Mexico was incorporated with a
depot.
capital stock of $250,000, divided into
Ban Marclal was pretty well repre- 25,000 shares of the par value of $10
carniPaso
year
El
at the
sented this
each. The headquarters oi the comval.
pany Is Farmington, San Juan county,
San Marclal Is to have a neatly con and the terra of existence is fifty
structed opera house soon and the years. The company is authorized to
people will not have to patronize the buy and sell real estate, mining, oil,
old town hall any longer. It will be mineral, gas and asphalt lands, and
Irallt on the old site, where the one deal In asbestos and petroleum; en
that burned downh a few years ago gage in manufacturing and especially
was situated.
dealing In Indian goods ; deal In" wool,
hides and pelts; construct railroads
FROM ALGODONES.
and handle inventions. The directors
People of This Town Feel Good Over are Benjamin T. B. Hyde, of 80 West
Future Prospects.
street New York city; Willis C. Wltte,
Special Correspondence.
street, New York
of 26 Twenty-thir19.
are
We
M.,
N.
Algodones,
Jan.
city; A. B. McGaffey and J. L. Clark,
at present having a big time. This Is of Albuquerque; R. B. Bouck, of Farmthe feast of Algodones, and there are ington; J. W. Benham, of 7 West
a good many people from various parts Sixty-fiftstreet, New York city; and
of the territory here. There Is two big A. E. Reid, of 72 East beventy-seventdances going on today and there were Btreet, New York city. The officers
two last Bight.
are: President, B. T- B. Hyde; vice
At the election for Justice of the president, A .E. Reld; secretary and
H.
Mad
precinct
James
peace in this
'
treasurer. J. W. Benham.
den received the unrrimous vote and The Sunol Gold lwinlng company, of
Vltallo Lobato for constable received Wilmington, Del., filed a certificate of
the same.
Incorporation in the state of Delaware,
There Is a report here that the The authorized capital stock of the
smelter is an assured fact Mr.
company is $1,000,000, divided into 1,
Is jubilant over the news and we 000,000
shares of the par value of $1
true.
is
report
hope
the
all
that
company starts with an ac
each.
The
and
cold
been
has
The weather here
capital
caBh
tual
of $2,000. The dlrec
disagreeable for some time.
are Edwin L. Dickenson and J. E.
There Is a wedding coming off here tors
R. Y. Anof Philadelphia;
on the 26th of this month. Toriblo Tygert,
ot El Paso; Mayne C. P. Parker
drews,
Margarita
to
Miera will be married
of Philadelphia; and P. L. Garrett, ot
Miera, a second cousin of his.
Everybody seems to be in good hu- Wilmington. The term Is perpetual
and the company is authorized to acmor here over the future outlook and quire
mines, mining lands and deal in
New
metropolis
of
we congratulate the
merchandise.
Mexico on the future.
H. H. Howard

is.

"

Tan-nehll- l,

d

h
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Bal-com- b

DEMING

TERRITORIAL

DOINGS.

Some Interesting Local Paragraphs
from Windmill City.
Special Correspondence.
Deming, Jan. 21. Clark & Co. opened, their new saloon and 'Wholesale
liquor business Monday night.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Greer returned
Bome from Chicago' last Sunday morning, and Mr. Greer left again for Hach-U- a
almost Immediately to' attend to
some cattle shipments being made
from there.
. Mr. Jastro arrived In town Tuesday
And leaves again today for El Paso.
getting
v Irvine & Kaitbel are rapidly
tbeir new Palace drug store Into shape
and expect to have their opening within two or three days now.
'
O. L. Seward and Howard Joss, ot
San Francisco, are In town looking
over the country for a good site for a
goat ranch.
liishop Kendrlck held services morn
ing and evening at the Episcopal
church last Sunday. He is an interesting speaker and says much In a few

LAWMAKERS

of

what Is sure to become in the near future one of the most prosperous towns
In the territory.
The two legislative houses will not
gtt down to real business until som"
time next week. The house committers
will be announced probably on Monday
afternoon and the council committees
probably some time today. Until these
committees get to work, the numerous
employes will have a hard time to keep
up even the appearance of being overworked.
As a presiding officer and parliamentarian who keeps a firm grip upon the
proceedings nn.l Is never flustered.
Hon. J. Francisco Chaves, the president of the council, has no equal. It Is
quite a valuable lesson to young men
with parliamentary ambition to elt in
the council several hours and watch
the old veteran make his decisions on
knotty qucistionn of parliamentary procedure.
Ortega JumpeJ to
Representative
the defense of his county, Socorro, yesterday forenoon, when its republican
feud was referred to by Mr. Lucero.
Ho doesn't look to be an orator and
lacks Mr. Lucero'a impressive presence, but ho proved before he had
said many words, tjhat even men small
in stature can be convincing orators.
He will bo heard from quite often, undoubtedly, before the session is over.
It seems that the Spanish speaking
members are good epeakers and that
lhe laelifluous castilion tongue lends
Itself especially to oratorical effort.

SORE

NECK
n

i.--
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and Scott's Emu!.-

I rc. u Llo

WANTED.

EVENTS.

COMING

ne Here.
allup lump
At

This Month Only. A beautiful
frame will be given with every
dozen of cabinet photos taken at

We are sole agents for Wheeler A
Wilson sewing machines. Albert Fa- ber, 805 Railroad avenue.

Hiss F. E. Potter's
Studio.

0000000000000000 do a

guarantees

She

satisfaction

on all work.

0
0

0000000000 000000000

If you want to

Q. Badaracco

Advertise in newspapers
anywhere at anytime
call on or write

General Herchandise and

L

C. Dake's Advertising Agency
MurohanU Exchuuge

-

San Francisco

CU

MEN AND WOMEN
L'h Big U for unimru.-a- l

--

rfit tiartffa.inhttmmiAim.aV
Irritations or u1riuuut
(f miicuua nif nitrns.
PtinitiMfl, and nitt itatnu
rut or piixniuc.
ftoid bj ruUU,

not to fttricLum.
Proo1. f'Mlooloa.
VTWlTHEEvtNSCiKMICMCO.

r"!

or swtit in plain wrapper,
I'V fXrtam,
.rcpHiil, U
I 00.
r5 bottl- - H.' 7.V
Circular tut un rwuuoat.

!..

also

Bed-

'""Our line of Gocarta, Rattan" Goods, Iron Beds la fact our entire stock
'
" v
must be seen U be, appreciated.
J-

O. W. STRONG & SONS
ss.:kelly&go.

e

f

(Incorporated)

Ml

WHOLESALB

.,Z a

GROCERS:

WANTED Manager of new branch of
Wool, Hides,
our business here In Albuquerque.
Address ut ouce, with references, Ali
iltl
fred Morris, Wholesaler, Cincinnati,
We handle
Ohio.
,
.
K. C. Baking Powder,
Men to learn barber
WANTED
Navajo Blankets,
trade. Special thirty day offer. More
Curtice. Canned Goods,
experience in one month than shops
Colorado Lard anl Meats.
j
In one year. Abundance of practice,
qualified teachers, tools presented,
at
. Houses
wages Saturdays, diplomas granted
ALBUQUERQUE,
M., EAST LA
N.
competent.
Quick
positions
when
and
VEGAS, N. M. AND GLOR-- I
and practical method. Our system Is
well known. Established in 1S93.
ETA, N. M.
Branches in New Orleans, St. Louis,
San Francisco, New York, Chicago.
If you want ' to be a barber write,
THE DOCTOR
Moler System Barber College Representative, Albuquerque, N. M.
diagnosis and reWANTED Clean cotton rags for ma has made a correct
chine purposes at The Citizen office. jected the proper remedy from which
Price 4 ceuts per pound.
he expects a certain result. He has
done his part and now It is up to the
FOR SALE.
druggist. Is the remedy of standard
FOR SALE A first class almost new
Apstrength? Has It been properly com
buggy
harness.
and
tired
rubber
ply to Hugh Trotter, at Jaffa Gro- pounded? We conduct our business in
cery company.
such a way that our label is a sufficFOR SALE From one to 100 hives of ient affirmative.
bees. Inquire of Robert Miller, 1520
South Third street; Old 'Phone 189;
can also Inquire of J. L. Althelmer.
GEO. B. WILLIAMS, Prescription Druggi- - ," ?
Avenue.
FOR SALE A rooming house of 33
Colorado Phone 63.
Automatic Phone 45S.
rooms, newly cleaned and renovated
throughout; close to business center
of the city. Address "X. Y. Z." this

Pelts

l?Tt.rTtSTi!iTt

'

UuroranMH1 ill

BALDRIDGE

J. C.

Native and Chicago Lumber.

PAINT Covers BUILDING PAPER Always in Stock.
Morel Looks Best! wears Longest! Sash, Doors, Blinds, Plaster, Lime,
Most Economical! Full Measure!
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuqueraue.

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

MISCELLANEOUS.
DIAMONDS, watches and silver novelties at factory prices. Money refunded It not satisfactory. Send for Illustrated catalogue, free. Manhattan
Diamond company, 37 Maiden Land,
New York crty.
Subscribe for the Daily Citizen,

ADVERTISE

IN

Tin,
iron and copper
work. Albuquerque Hardware company.

THE

DAILY

OLD RELIABLE'

CITIZEH

ESTABLISHED 1878

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, Qrain
and Provisions.
Car lot

j
gaivamzea

Carries th LarrMt
aad rimt Biteuiv,
Btoc al

Staple OroceWes

apKlaltjr .

loiiad leuthwaM.

FARM AND FREIOHT WAGONS,
Railroad Avenue

Aibuuueraue

Bain and
Old Hickory
Farm ;WagonsI

Home Comfort
Steel Ranges.
For Family, Ilestuarant
Ua for Prices,

and Hotel Use.

-

,

.

Plnmblug, Steaii) and Uo Water UeaUng.

;
-

--

V.
-

t
U

.0

Vr
y

WHOLESALE

first Street

"
,

t

-

All Kinds of Spring Wagons, Buggies,

Write

:

.....WHITNEY CO

17

and Springs;

.Agency, New Mexico and Arizona.

SrZji

IiTOiwy

We have all kindo and all sizes of Mattresses
ding of every kind and price.

FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Bright sunny rooms for
light housekeeping, 522 West Railroad avenue. Inquire in the brick
part.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms over
Skinner's grocery, 206 West Railroad
avenue.
FOR RENT Large, airy, sunny rooms
from $1.50 to $5 per week with baths.
The Englewood, 205 North Second
street, Stiong block.

,

What Is the Use

office.

WANTED Girl for general houBe- work; no washing; good wages. Address P. O. box 390.
WANTED A girl to wait on table.
Apply at 303 South First Btreet.
VVANTEJJ Housekeeper and cook for
family ot two. Apply 501 North
Second Btreet.
WANTED A woman ot mature hab
its to do general housework In small
family; no objection to small child.
Address A. B. C, this office.
WANTED 3 young men from Albu
querque and vicinity at once to prepare for positions In the government
service. Apply to Inter-StatCorres.
Inst.. Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
WANTED Ten men In each state to
travel, tack signs and distribute samples and circulars ot our goods. Salary $U0 per month; $2.75 per day for
expenses. National Soap Works.Chl-cago- .

FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
of old papers, good for wrapping
purposes, cheap. Address, The Cltl-tenAlbucuerque, N. M.

WEST GOLD AVE.

115

0 You know and everybody else O
0 knows that our stock of black 0
0 silks is beyond comparison. Our 0

Representative
Turner, of Grant,
Liquors
possesses a lne presence as a fluent
speaker, active in pushing work and is Proprietor of the Summer Garden
bound to become one of the most popu.
lar and useful members of the lower All Kinds of Country Produce Bought
and Sold.
legislative body.
J. S. Holland, member elect from
Union county, has arrived at Santa Fe Goods Delivered Free to all Parts of
the City.
to take his seat in the legislature. The
fact that the election was held on the
Corner of Third and Tijeras
13th of this month and that his offic- Albuquerque
New Mexico
ial majority is reported to have been
thirteen. Bounds rather ominous,
It is understood that Speaker Mon
toya will appoint the house commit
tees some time today. It takes consid
erable time to adjust the membership
of these committees fairly between the
different sections and the representa
tives who desire to serve on certain
committees.
The statehood committee was at
work yesterday. It organized Tuesday
"words.
Mr. Burdlck haaleased bis ranch for by selecting Mr. Fall as chairman and
as secretary. A
three years and contemplates Improv- - Mr. Albright
-VW?)f
consisting of Messrs. Fall,
Spless, Turner and Bowie was appointed to draft a statehood memorial.
nf Buffering from Indigestion It you eat
Sreaker Montoyas address upon his
of aurrtoa: yourself. acceptance
what yon want
t&e ewaaWehipr was a
to avoid such distress? Ackers Dysnicely worded effort in the oratoriall
pepsia Tablets taken after ati as; wlU line, arfd If he dfa keepais 6wn county
re
digest your food perfectly- - aad
yom from all U.e. disagreeable-- , symp- of Brtalilli particularly .well forward
toms of Indigestion and dyspepsia. Eat during his remarks, no feeling of leal,
what you want ut any time and take an ousy was engendered thereby among
Positively the other members.
Acker Ublet afterward.
Kiaranteed. Tour money will always
Representative Dalies, of Valencia
be refunded If yon are not satisfied. county, puts in a good word here and
113-115-1South
Write to us for a free sample.. W. H. there for his bome town, Belen, when
opportunity
are
SurTeyors
offers.
t
ft Co. the
PTUelly. Co7ad. B. H- - Brig

office.

WANTED A partner for a good pay
ing business. Address "B. B.," this

office.

Aluminum house numbers; three for
See C. A. Hudson, Second
avenue.
25 cents.

0

Position as salesman In
grocery; experienced and speak
Spanish; absolutely temperate; Interview solicited. Address "A," this

WANTED

it

LION

LOAN
HONEY TOorgans,
Horses,

We'll Md you little lo try. if you Kkc
SCO I T & IXiWNE, 4uo l'ejrl .trett, New York.

:r.i'.'.

prices do all the talking.
STORE.

PERSONAL PrtOPERTY LOANS.

Wasons and other Chattels, also on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
Scott's Emulsion heals the to twelve months time Is given.
ores, lint that is nr t all. Wluout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain in your possession. GET
Scrofuhl leads to consumption OUR RATES before borrowing. y'
This is the real danrrcr.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.
Scott's Emulsion i the
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
'ounce cf prevention
that
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant Building,
305 West Railroad Avenue.
seeps off consumption.

I

O

rai.r

ii the medicine.

g:-e-

.

Note' All classified advertisements
or
"liners," one cent a word for
each insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
In order to insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this office not later thf.n 3 o'clock p. m.

On Furniture, Pianos,

- k.--

Thursday Evenings Dance at Odd
Fellows' hall given by Mrs. B. Frank
Fillmore.
Thursday evenings Dance at Grant
hall given by Mrs. Rosa Berry.
January 27 "Casey's Troubles" at
Colombo hall.
January
Curtis Comedy
company at Colombo hall.
January 23 Basket ball at Colombo
hall; Minors vs. University,'
SANTA FE.
January 80 Elleroy Royal Italian
bnnd at Colombo hall.
New
Mexican.
From the
March 2 Schubert Symphony club
Letters addressed to Mrs. J. R. Dud- quartet at Colombo hall.
ley, Golden, Colo., and Miss Anita
Davis, are held at the poBtofTice for
Heads Shoud Never Ache.
better address and postage.
Never endure this trouble. Use at
Henry Wurtz died Sunday of stom- once the remedy that Btopped It for
ach trouble. He was 46 years of age, Mrs. N. A. Webster, of Winnie, Va..
a native of Taos, and leaves a widow. she writes: "Dr. King's New Life Pills
The funeral took place this morning. wholly cured me of sick headaches I
Mass was said at tne cathedral, and had suffered from two years." Cure
the remains were interred In Uosario headache, constipation,
biliousness,
cemetery.
25c nt all druggists.
o
The funeral of Epitacio Gallegos, the
Let us figure on your plumbing. Al
county Jailer, who was murdered on
Sunday evening last, took place this buquerque Hardware company.
morning, 'lass was said at tne catne-dra- l
F. A. Jones, t. M.f C. E.
and the remains were taken to
Consulting Mining Engineer
Uosario cemetery for burial. The fu- Field assistant U. S. Geological Survej
Albuquerque, N. M.
neral was attended by many friends
Correspondence solicited.
and relatives who mourn his death.
o
Gwendolyn Morgan, the
Have your nouse wen ventilated bj
MorQ.
child of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
using a Peninsular base brrner.
an, was burned to death at their Whitney Company.
homo in Joplin, Mo. The little girl is
o
Notice.
presumed to have attempted to fix the
fire and her clothing caught fire. Mr.
The Rico Cafe serves the best meals
Morgan was formerly employed in the In the city at IS; and 25 cents. Short
New Mexican office and sisters of his orders, 5 cents up.
Ill North First
wife are Mrs. John Hamdcl and Miss
street.
Nellie Griffin.
Miss Genara Borrego and Elias T.
Plumbing.
Lucero will be married at the parish
We have added a plumbing depart
county.
church at San Rafael, Valencia
ment and tin ' shop to our' business.
They are members of well known fam When you have anything in this line
ilies of that section and th: Tedding to be done seeu's about It before plac
will be attended by sever.! hundred ing your order. Albuquerque
Hardguests and many rc!:.t:
ware company.
Mr. and Mrs. MorrrL V.'. O..I:u: v.ill
Too many goods are in our store;
leave for the Cily ci l.c:.lco tt2 cni
of this 'E3k. TTr. f : l..:n Iia- - leer. co rnr,- suits upon our tables. Our
sale sells goods galore,
iz
commlsBk r.ed by the I "..Icnr.' 'Zz? al
:
p:ico cuts are not fables.
Commerce, ' :.. '. L ;t:!i.
r:r..l''. t z
SIMON STERN,
special lnvc. : kI'jj . - it, r; U t.i3
'la.- Hailrsad Avenue Clothier.
,'n
conditions of
J.ci.o. i.i; tf'D J.. 5- - 'ju papers, 25 cents per
will take about
:l:.
at th Citizen office.
.. ci.
. :
Mrs. Gaines will .'
way
east.
their
Cubscribe for the Citizen.
Everything in the r'-- ii
Anthracite, Cerrillos r..i I
coal. Cord wood and i
Halm's Coal Yard.
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CLASSIFIED ADS.

Take Scott':-- Eir.ul-.iofor
scrofula.
Children often liavc
sore on the neck that won't
lical up. The teres lr.ay ccir.c
and jjo. Parents may not
know whaV.i the matter nor
h;;t to clo.
Scrofula ; the
,

Dealer in
(Concluded from page one.)

JANUARY

Phaetons and Carriages.

iI
1

cHamess Saddles
--

We mm

yotr tha largest stock

lei

1

HARDWARE

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Mow

- thSMafsst.

ft

J.KORBER&CO:

Albuquerque,
New Mexico

THE ALBUQUERQUE DA1LV CITIZEN THURSDAY '.TANUAItt 22 1903
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AYILLA

JUST RIGHT
The

The Groceries you buy here nre just right, j,
The best quality at a fair price.

Our

Coffee

40-ce- nt

UNDER 8IOE OF

OUR CARPETS.

and you will Jinrt them "wire woven"
that Is, the strongest, longest lasting and In every way the beat carpets
made. You can buy carpets cheaper
elsewhere, but ycu can't buy carpets
of better quality at equal prices anywhere. By this we wlil stand or fall.
We are agents for the Lancaster linoleums, the best made for the money.
Popular prices, cash or time.

vFutrelle Furniture'Co.

.Wt

Cop

DRESSED MEATS
;

-

.

v

are awarded the palm In the minds
stomachs, too of many. We point
with pride to our line of meats of all
desirable kinds.
There's something
In our selection of stock, something
In our storing and handling, more in
out cutting that pleases particular people. Are you particular?

Wm. Farr.

u:t

mm.

m

Decorative Effect
Is a most important factor in the
jewelry worn, and best results are
obtained from artistic designs and
tasteful settings.
Our . rings,
brooches, pins, etc., are of that high
art and quality found only in jewelry of the finest make.

T. Y. MAYNARD
JEWELER.
Watch Inspector A., T.
and S. P. P. Railroads.

& S.

F.

TlillCD 8TK1SET

Meal Market
mm SAUSAGE

FACTORY.

EMIL KLEINWORT,
MASONIC BCILUINtt.

AMERICAN
SILVER
L TRUSS.

u

-

LICIIT.

PRESCRIPTION!
I

COOL.
Easy to Wear.
No pressure oo
Hip or Pai
I
Nounderstr;
Never r tuovea. I

Mutual

ELMO

LVD CLUB ROOM.

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
ISO W.

Railroad Ave., Albuquerque.

Flour, Feed, Provisions. Hay
and Grain.
Imported French and Italian

Toti & Gradi
DEALERS IN

Old Phone 247

43.

We.t Railroad Avenue
Albuquerqu, N. fl.

SAIPLE

GROCERIES AND

Telephone

No. 203

TH 1ST.
Finest
Whlskfca,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

ff. THIRD 8TRKV

RUPPE,

B.

J

X

Quod.

MODORS.

Free Delivery to all

Solo agents for San Antonio

Parts

of

217 North Third Street

The New England
BAKERY '
F,

Telephone Service

W. MOHLMAN,

x"OU. WANTT

ft

Mgr.

Our pastry is unexcelled.
Braed, Rolls. Plea and Cake
Freah Every Day,

QUICK AND RELIABLEI

Subscribe for the CKUen.

5

ttttttttttttt4tMt'ttltt
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Lira.

the City.

213-21-

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE
..ND TELEGRAPH CO.

TO

GRAND

JURY.

1

HOME

v

OVER

and sadly disappointed crowd of young and unmarried men that were usliered out of
United States Commissioner Whiting's
court yesterday afternoon by request
of Assistant United States Attorney
R I.. Medler, It was just before the
Avllla adultery case came up for preliminary hearing.
' Judge W. C.
Hcacock. attorney for
the dwfense, objected to Attorney
Medler's request, but the court sus
tained it.
Judge Heacock said in his objection
that it was for the secrecy of the conducting of the statehood investigation
by Senator Beverldge and his subcommittee, that had caused so much
comment recently, and that he saw no
reason1 why the public should be secluded from the court room.
Judge Whiting replied by saying
that only the witnesses, members of
the bar, the press, officers of the law,
and three members of the B. of R T.,
were to remain Id the court room. .
The Avllla adultery Tase, In which
Alonzo Avllla,'' alias James- - Forreat, a
passenger' brakemahVIs "charged wfth
t rayed Miss Ada M. Petty, a
having
girl hardly 20 years of age,, to leave
her home in Allta, Iowa, and come to
this city,' where tbey were married in
mock ceremony, he, at the time having
a wife and family, living at WInslow

214 W. Railroad Ave

1
EndViaduc
Cor. Second 8treet and Gold Avenue

tha Outraged Wife

It was a disgruntled

Will cause n satisfied Minlc wherever used,
lteiueinber the place ami don't waste time in
looking for these thinss.

EXAMINE THE

Girl9

and the Brute of a Man Testify.
BOUND

&

A. J. MALOY,

.

Wrone J

TRIAL'

We solicit

2
25

yor

The case is probably the most sensational of, the kind that has ever, oc
curred in the territory. .
The complaint filed against the de
fendant is as follows:
"Before me, E. W. Dobson, a notary
public in and for the county of Bernalillo and Territory of New Mexico, per
sonally appeared Ada M. Petty, who,
being first duly sworn, deposes and
says that on and about the 25th day
of October, A. D., 1902, at Albuquerque,
In the county of Bernalillo and In the
Second judicial district of the Territory of New Mexico, A. A. Avllla, alias
James Forrest, in violation of the act
of Congress, March 4. 1887, amending
section 5352 of the revised statutes of
the United States, did unlawfully com(Signed)
mit the crime of adultery.
"ADA M. PETTY."
The defense read the complaint and
the prosecuting witness was called.
Miss Petty appeared and took the
witness stand. She was dressed In a
neat black tailor made suit of heavy
material, with a yoke of delicate blue
and a collar of the same material girdling her throat. Her head was decked
with a white hat of the sailor fashion.
It was noticeable that she was extremely nervous, but she bore up
bravely under the examination. The
story she told was about the same as
tLat published in The Citizen of last
Monday afternoon. A number of let
ters written to Avllla by her, were produced, which she identified. A few of
them were read. They were most passionate In trend and showed that the
girl, even after she had learned that
he, Avllla, had another wife, loved
him lu a most violent manner.
The prosecution produced a telegram sent by Avllla to Miss Petty,
when he, Avilla, was detained at Wins-loon account of his baby's death.
The telegram read: "Be consoled,
baby Is dead."
Mrs. Jj. Boiler was the next witness
to take the stand.
Mrs. Boiler keeps
a rooming house at 204 North Arno
street, where Miss Petty and Avilla
had rooms. She said that Avllla came
to her place in October and secured
rooms. Miss Petty came there and
Avilla represented her to be his sister.
She said that the girl had sometimes
cried, but would say no more than that
Avilla had bidden her not to talk. On
one occasion she told Mrs. Boiler that
she was In deep trouble.
Mrs. Avilla, the wife from WInslow,
was the next witness. Her evidence
was not very material to the case. She
produced letters 6he had received from
the wronged girl. In one of the letters
Miss Petty wrote that she did not want
Avilla, for If "he was not true to his
first wife, he would not be true to her."
A. A. Avilla, the defendant, was

e

'

Unconacloua From Croup.
During a sudden and terrible attack
of croup our little girl was unconscious
from strangulation, says A. L. Spafford
postmaster, Chester, Mich., and a dose
of.One Minute wough Cure was admin
istered and repeated often. It reduced
the swelling and inflammation, cut the
mucus and shortly thee hlld was resting easy and speedily recovered. It
cures coughs, colds, lagrlppe, and all
throat and chest and enables the lungs
to contribute pure, health-givinox
ygen to the blood. J. II. OTUtlly &
Co. and B. II. Brlgga & Co.

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
C:iy Gatlin, representing DcWItt &
Co., of Chicago, is In the city, and was
a pleasant caller at The Citizen office.
.
Sheriff Hubbell, who' was at Santa
Fe the past few dars buzzing with
legislators, has returned to the city,
A. S. Cruld, a promfnint criminal at
torney of Chicago, and family, passed
tnrough the city this morning on the
California limited en route to the
"
coast.
R. B. Thomas, president of the Consolidated Mining A Smelting company
of CerilloB, spent last night In the city
with his family and left this afternoon
for Cerrillos.
Yesterday evening,
the El Paso.
yards' of the Rock Island road, the
limited from thc west collided with
the yard engine and considerable damage dene to rolling stock. No one injured.
Mrs. Barbara A. Moore, mother of
G. H. Moore, who fell laBt week and
frat tmed a bone in her hip, remains in
about the same condition as when first
injured. The lower part of her body
is paralyzed.
Regular Sabbath services will be
held at Temple Albert at 7:45 o'clock
Friday evening. Music will be rendered by Mrs. Bralthwatte and .'Mrs:
Israel. Rabbi Jacob Kaplan will speak
on the "Communication of Faith." ,The
public invited to attend.
Vic Proctor, bridge foieman on the
D. A Shope,
Santa Fe Pnclfio-'uode- r
superintendent of bridges and "buildings on the Albuquerque division ar
rived from 13 Paso this morning." Mrs
Proctor Is visiting frlenda at Rincori.
Mr. Proctor will go to WInslow to
night.
J. L. Schecher has purchased,, the
secondhand store and tjtock on Gold
avenue formerly v owned uy ' John
Thlrion. Mr. Schecoer has moved his
family her from Brown county, Kan.,
and ha, a secured a home at' 1.03 West
Railroad nvetyie, where they are now
,.
residing.
"...
John Provencher. aged 35 years, died
at his rooms in the. Highlands yesterday, of tuberculosis. Deceased has no
relatives here and word has' been sent
to his brother in Chicago. 'The remains were taken charge of by O
& Sons, who will hold the body
until word is received from Chicago.

J,

....

Headquarter

Our Prices Crush

V

,

We simply will not be beaten
price by any Carpet (tore In
.
town. v
j
IP,a matter of pride with u,
a
well aa of business and
money making, to sell a low
anyone, and w give better value
for the same money. Large buy.
ing, large telling tell the tale of
our success..
,.V
We have Ingrafn Carpets from
25c per yard upwards..
,s ; ?
Brusscll Carpet from BOi pef.,
yard upward.

-
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ZEIGER CAFE
QUICKEL

&"

BOTHE, Proprietor?

(;

'

'

"

.

WHISKIES, IV.PORTEO A DOMESTIC WINjrt VcOGNAC.
he Coolest and High it Grade pf Lage.i served.,'.. ;, '
Finett and Eet Imported and Oomeetlo Cigar
' ,
..'

'

K
l

I

"

-

"

;

v

'

Living Prices

lum-lieo-

Extra Bargain In Iron Bod,
Spring and Mattresses, and
especially In
CHARTER

OAK

RANGES...... h
Hard Coal Base Burner
, ,
Soft Coal and Wood Heater
.

EASY PAYMENTS

ill Borradaile
117 GOLD

.

& Co

AVENUE.

'

FIRST NATIONAfrBANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.,
U

ul

DEPOSITCRV-

S.

-

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchisou,
aid Santa Fe Railway Companies.

To-pe- ka

........,...........,. ..$500,000.00
j.

j

h

m.

;

Authorized Capital
' Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits. .

. .$20,000.00
"
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presi-

K

Joshua

dent; Frank McKee, cashier;'
- - - - A , B. McMillan.
.

H. F. Raynolds,

9
i.

MY GREAT. CLEARANCE SALE
will interest every clothing buyer In town.' I am bound to move my
winter' stock out of the house if price will do It Can't tell you- - much
about it here, but

J v't'ji.'l

,

lli; jli--

.

''' ! .1 1

'
:

NOTE A FEW CUT PRICES BELOW:

the time when you need

uf

New

ate

'.
Furniture

Ile4ihf)

f

......

'

(BAR AND CLUB ROOMS W

Up-to-D-

table-spoonf-

V

'

one-hal-

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
Phone
New Phone

and

.

In

1

0'Rielly: & Co;

M -

i

..COMPETITION..

Corner Second St. and

M.

--..

for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtain, Blanket
House Furnishing Good.

HOUSEHOLD TALKS.

fr

Fresh Drugs and
Pure Chemicals

.

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINCi

m

.W-Stro-

Oalntr Dlahrs That Are

H. 0'RIELLY & CO.

Now

faber;

ALBERT

.'

-

t
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Elks, Attention.
On a Unf liar Mnr
There will be a regular meeting of
Any Time of the liar.
Elks at their hall Saturday night at
the usual hour. All members end visitA lion ekceper upgi'l
the following Elks urged to attend.
ing s
a cold
on a hot
day, nj
the New Vcrk Tribune.
Chlckering Bros, pianos are the only With Mich a bill of fare the meal may
reliable. Hall & Learnard, sole agents. he prepared loiiff before thr guests arCall and get the latest prices.
rive:
Sandwiches V
with
chopped meat, veal loaf, deviled cpgH,
An Invitation Is extended to all lov- vegetable naiad, ccttngr cheese, gelaers of dancing to attpnd Mrs. Rosa tin with cream,
or ice cream
Berry's dance at Grant, hall tonight.
and HUfiel cake. Ulives nid radjtdics
uceoinpnny both cnitrfv. i
If you are thinking of buying a piano may
Maple fudge is liked better by many
save money by getting prices of Hall persons
than chocolate. Put into a
& Learnard, the square music dealers.
f
cupfulof granulated
fa nee pan
Social dance at Grant hall by Mrs. sugar, Vi cupfuls of scraped maple
Itosa Berry tonight. .' Don't fall to sugar ami a cupful of milk. When the
Migar's mclteil ami the mixture hot add
come.
two Uiblcspounf u! of butter and boil
Hall & Learnard purchase pianos in for 20 minutes. When it harden in
car load Iota. Now Is the time to put cold ater, it is dne. I'pon removing
In your order. Terms made to fit your it from the fire add a teaspnonf ill of
vanilla, llcgin
beat aw onn a it
pocketbook.
comes from the fire. When it shows
signs of granulation turn into butNotice to Stockholders.
Albuquerque, N. M,., Jan. 20, 1903. tered, shallow tins, and when cool
The annual meeting of the stock- enough mark into squares. Twotahle-rpoonfiil- s
of grated cocoa nut and a
holders of the
Building
and Loan association will be held on cupful of walnut or hickorynufg may
Thursday evening, January 29, 1903, bp added, if they are wanted with the
at eight o'clock at the office of the sec- vanilla.
Mint bags for the linen closet arc
retary, room 20, Grant block, for the
fiked by some persons. Put into little
transaction of such business as may silk
bags a mixture made of a pound
come before said meeting, also, the of dried
an ounce of thyme,
following proposed amendments to the an ounce btiender,
of mint, an ounce of ground
by laws will be presented for action. clove
nut) caraway sed and a
That section 2 of article 15 of the said
of dry salt.
by laws be amended to read as folA woman who has tried It avem that
lows:
a watermelon may be kept for any
Sec. 2. ine premium must be bid length of time by varpwbing its enat so many cents per share per month tire surface, leaving n'O spot untouched
during the life of the series the stock and open to the air.
,
f
of which Is to form the basis of the
Tanned tomatoes are an excellent
accompaniment for a roast fit lamb or
loan.
That section 1 of article 16 be veal. I'eel and cut in two six plump
tomatoes. Put them in a pan with a
amended to read as follows:
ul of melted butter, and
Sec. 1, A stockholder or borrowing tablet-poonmember failing to pay his monthly in cook slowly on top of the stove for ten
stallments as often as they may be- minutes. Theh brown in the oven.
come due shall be fined at the rate of Arrange the tomatoes on a hot (date
twelve per centum on the total amount and serve with a Miice made In the
pan In which they cooked. For the
of delinquencies.
another tahlespoonf nl of
wince
That section 10 of article 16 be re butter put
into the pan, and when it has
pealed.
melted cook in it for four minutes-twG. A. KASEMAN, Secretary.
tablespoonfiils of flour, stirring it constantly. Then add twocupfulsof milk,
rait and eper, and turu it over the
tomatoes.
Some housekeepers vary the flavor of
potato salad by boiling the potatoes
for it in sto-k- , or, if it is more convenient, in the soup kettle.
Dainty and seasonable sandwicbes
jS may be made of thin slioea of brown
Gold Ave.
bread with mu.vonnaite and separated
by a thin slice of a tart apple.
Stewed okra is one of the dinner posis
sibilities. Select the small green pod,
and remove the stems and discolored
tips. Put into boiling salted walr r and
cook until Under. It will take about
half an hour Then drain; add a heaping
of butter and a
tablesp'mnfii! of inegar. end season
li your Prescriptions and for home use. J. H. O'Rielly A Co. la the Jo with pepper and salt. Simmer .until
place to get them, as we get them In nearly every day of the year, and
the lilt er is absorbed, and erve hut.
Kxperimei'ts in earning i em report
sell almost as fast as we get them.
ed in a government bulletin shw that
heating under pressure to secure a
highvr lemr.'eralrrc th0n the ordinary
boiling uint. 312. i!)?rers Fahrenheit,,,
is necessurv to lrsn-- f keeping.
here
a temperature- of 2i degrees VttWrrn-- J
bell wj maintained for about 30 minutes tery few swelled cans resulted;
,
at 2rt1 degrees a iiiuih larger number
spoiled. This shows that it if hardly
Old
188
216 S wise for the average housekeeper to
attempt to can any of the fruitt and
Vegetables most liable to spoiti

K

patronage

Automatic 'phone 656.
ziu boutn second St.
Opposite the poetoffice.

Ariz.-

called. -- He was drenppfi in a black suit
and wan very neat In his toilet. He
pave very little evidence. In fact he
answered "very few qiustlohs during
the examination. He said that he had
met Miss Petty on the train between
Needles and WInslow about three
years ago. He said with a sneer that
she "was a flirt like Home of these
women." He refused to Identify a letter written to MIbs IVtty. enticing her
from her home. He snid, when she arrived here, ha took hi r to the Majesty
looming house. He meant the Majestic rooming house. He said that he
formerly lived on or near Hunlng ave
nue.. He said that Miss Petty came
here without money and she had been
to him like a nister and that he
wanted to be a brother to her. That
is why he introduced h.r as his sister.
He didn't know ' anything about the
mock ceremony. He nlso said that he
left his room an Arno street to get
away from her. Miss Petty. He explained the week's lay off he took in
the fore part of January, in which he
was at WInslow, by saying that his
"baby was sick and died also."
He
changed his run from here to WInslow
and Needles, because ho could get his
lay over at hom at WInslow. He said
that he had gone by two nameo, Alonzo
Avilla and James Forrest, for six or
seven year. He gave no reason for
doing so.
It also came out In his evidence that
be had rented a box at the poatoffloe
Under two namea one James Forrest,
which he say be assumed.. .
Judge Heacoek,. attorney for the de
fense, made a nice and weighty talk In
behalf of Iila case, but to no advantage.
Tha defendant was bound over to
the United States grand Jury under
$800 bond. The case will come up In
,
March.

'

120 and $25 Suit for
$16

and

$18

,.

Suit for

$12 and $15 Suit for

f

8

and

$10

Suit for

.'

'.

,

$20 and $25 Overcoats for
$18 Overcoat

for

$12 and $1S Overcoats for

'.
,

i
'

$15.00
11.50
9.00
7.00
16.50
13.50
0.00

,.;M;MANDELL:.;ii
The Leading Clothier in
Albuquerque.
.
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From the Record.
The county commissioners abated
$2no from the tax assessment of Lee
Wright fcn account of his exemption.
Aid that the engagement of
. It. Is
two of Las Vegas prominent young
society, folks will be announced soon.
Now. guess.
Prof. J. Graham McNary and wife
have moved from Joshua Raynolds'
residence Into the Jole flats, where
they formerly resided.
There are several sheep buyers In
town Just now, but they are unable to
do any buying on account of being unable to secure cars to ship In.
son of O. H.
Willie, the
Closson, on Sunday afternoon, fell out
window, a distance of about
of a ba
alx feet, striking on his head. At first
it was feared that be was seriously in
Jured, but Pr. Bradley soon made him
all right.
B. J. Bletham, who Is here with the
Kruse-Taylo- r
company this week, and
who played the part of Asa Hire, was
'formerly special agent for W. A.
Givens hers when the latter was agent
for the Singer Sewing Machine cora- nr fifteen Years aeo.
iwnv ao'mto
. Mark Moran had a pleasant meeting
At Wagon Mound he
on Saturday.
found his sister and her husband,
Thomas Ryan, on their way from Long
Island to California, Intending to
upend the remainder of the winter at
I .os Angeles. Mr. Ryan is a high up
official of the Standard Oil company.

The Great Republican
Paper of America.

'

Sinking
the Clutches of the "Great White
Death" Consumption.

Hundreds

People

of

Are

Slowly

Into

A

CONVINCE
TO
THE
FREE PACKAGE CONTAINING SUFFICIENT
WRITE
WHO
TO
ALL
MOST SKEPTICAL SENT PREPAID
DON'T DELAY BUT SEND NAME AND ADDRESS TODAY.

We sell tne areates ef. blood ourl.
Hers, Acker's Blood EUxer.under a pos
itive guarantee. - it will cure chron
re cua otner Diooa poisons. If you
have eruptions or sores on your body,
or are pale, wetk or tub down, it :s
Just what you ned. We refund money
it you are not saMsnee. 50 cents and
1. J. H. O'Rielly ft Co, and B. H.
Brlggs ft Co.
-

iO

CARLSBAD.

i

,.

,

From the Argus. . '
A wire from Sheriff Higgins, of
Chaves county, announces that he has
captured one of the murderers of his
' brother-in-law- ,
Will Rainbolt, who was
shot near Roswell several years ago.
He captured Nate Hendricks, the man
who did the shooting, t Farmlngton,
S. D. .
Attorney W. C. Held, of Roswell, was
in Carlsbad the latter part of last
week, representing the railway company In a suit before the Justice of the
peace. Mr, Reld, who Is also assistant
United Statf b attorney for New Mex-- '
loo, has but lately removed from Las
Vegas, to Roswell. He ranks high as
a member of the territorial bar, and
bis acquisition adds much strength to
the legal fraternity of tnat ctty.
Cadwell. Bros., of Malaga, who recently bough the ICO acres on which
that townslte Is located, are grubbing
and plowing- - the land preparatory to
plaining It, next spring, to orchard.
' grape
vines, alfalfa and tomatoes. AH
the farmers of that neighborhood are
planning to plant a good acreage to to
matoes. and Messrs. Cad well report
that . cy have all arrangements made
to etart a canning factory near Malaga, this fall, with a dally capacity of
2,000 cans. These gentlemen, by their
energy and work', are stirring up the
' farn.ers of that section to action that
is bound to result beneficially to the
entire oorumunity. ,
0
.

.

.

New Centjry Comfort.
Millions ared ally finding a world of
comfort in Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It
kills pain from burns, scalds, cuts,
bruises; conquers ulcere, an J fever
sores, cures eruptions, salt rheum,
bolls and fjlons; removes corns and
warts. Best pile cure on earth. Only
25c at all druggists.

m

CO., Proprietors.

Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenue
Horses and Mules bought and exchanged. Livery, Sale, Feed and
TURNOUTS

IN THE

CITY

Addresa W. L. TRIMBLE ft CO,
Albuquerque. N. M.

Coney Island

RESTAURANT
No. 118 Railroad Avenue.

BEST

MEALS

REGULAR

IN THE CITY.
MEALS, 25c.
.

Short Order at Any Price.
1902

1882

F. G.

Pratt &

Co.

Sole Agents for Casino and Ora brand
Canned Oooqs. Dealers in

Staple and Fancy Groceries
214 South Second Street.

Creamery Butter Best on
Earth.
Free Delivery
Orders Solicited.
Hllsboro

New Phone 152

Old Prone 59.

J. W.. Edwards
Progressive Mortician and Em

'

ifr
DR. D. P. YONKERNiAN, The Discoverer of Tuberculozyne, Endorsed
State Officials, and Great Medical Men of all the World as the
Only Cure For Consumption.

Don't die of consumption.
Don't
make the mistake that hundreds of
others are making and that has already filled thousands of graves with
the very flower of the youth of this
country. The dread "White Death" is
stalking about the land more deadly
than small pox, more malignant than
diphtheria, more contagious than scarlet fever. It is the most dreadful and
most dreaded disease known. Fatal
as leprosy, it is as common almost as
a cold. You ride, walk, talk and laugh
every, day witn friends by whose side
stands the grim spectre "Consumption." Slowly, patiently, but untiringly and unceasingly death gathers them
In. As the face grows thinner, the once
quick step lags, the lithe form becomes
bent and stiff as the dread disease devours the blood of Its victim. Slowly
and surely the deadly consumption
consumes that house of mortal clay,
and In a few weeks or at most a few
months the dear one is laid away in
the cold ground and the grim spectre
stalks on to linger by another's aide,
always grasping, always Insatiable, always athirst for a victim's blood. The
figures of the deaths by consumption
In this country are simply appalling. A
slight cold, a little fever, an annoying
cough then the coffin and shroud and
mourners.
There is a positive cure for consumption. It has been tested time and
again on the very deathbed of consumption. It has leen given to the
dying as they lay gasping for breath
and struggle as it might, the demon
Consumption was throttled and vanquished by the marvelous remedy dis
covered by Dr. Derk P. Yonkerman.
Doctor Yonkerman receives hun
dreds of letters like the following
every week.
Vlcksburg, Mich., July 30, 1901.
"Having bad so many ' Inquiries
about my case, I take the lilierty of forwarding to you this history of my illness, hoping it may reach a large number of sufferers. I was taken ill last
August with a dry, harsh cough. At
the end of three weeks' I commenced
to raise pus and mucus and sufTered
from high fevers and night sweats. I
had my sputum examined by the best

balmer.

Open day and night. Calls are
promptly attended to. .

I Also Sell Monuments
Office and parlor
by

doctors here and they pronounced my
case 'Quick' Consumption. They said
they could do nothing for me. I was
falling very fast and was confined to
bed. I could not speak above a whisper. I could not sta.-.- on my feet or
sit up in bed ten minutes at a time.
The doctors said I could live only, a
few days as I had 'Quick' Consumption. On February 24, I commenced
taking your Tuberculozyne lYonker-man- )
and in seven days time I was
able to sit up and In a month I was
out and have been gaining rapidly ever
since. I lost 26 pounds in weight
which I have now regained. I know
your Tuberculozyne saved my life and
I hope this may reach many other sufferers and Induce them to use your
medicine that it may cure them too."
HENRY E. MARCH.
Mr. James Boy lan, of Kalamazoo,
says : "Tulierculozy ne ( Yonkerman )
has cured me completely of consumption.
.'Three years ago I contracted a
cough and a cold that hung on and
that I could not break up. I had hemorrhages and' fmr physicians of this
city pronounced my case consumption
of the lungs and advised me to go
South, as they thought it might prolong my life a little. I continued to
grow worse until I was very weak and
had to quit work. I thought my case
hopeless but was persuaded to take
Tuberculozyne and today I am as well
aa ever and able to work at my trade
(tailor) every day. I have gained 18
pounds and am increasing in weight
and Dr. Yonkerman cured me."
Tuberculozyne cures in a few weeks
the most desperate cases and it cures
quicker and forever the milder cases
that are Just starting. The doctor en
joys his great work. He has cured
thousands already this year. He wants
to send his marvelous remedy to every
sufferer in this broad land and he will,
to any one who sends name and address, send a free trial package that is
convincing of the great power of his
remedy over the King of Disease
Consumption. Write today to Dr. Derk
1477
Shakespeare
P. Yonkerman,
P.ldg.i Kalamazoo, Mich., and be cured
while there is yet time.
d

Peninsular bacj heaters bu' n less Just received, another car of furnl
fuel, give more heat and vent'.iate your ture direct from the factories and
bought at Jobbers' prices, the following
rooms. Whitney Company.
goods: 63 dozen assorted chairs 75c
o :
Brill in your tinware and have It and up; 50 bed springs, assorted; 5
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware com- dozen assorted center tablea, from 90c

and up; 6 folding beda $12.50 and up;
34 assorted dressers. from flO to $56;
OOOOOOOOCCDOOOOOQOO Iron beds, couches and various other
0Nothing will be more approcl- O goods to make out car. Our prices are
O ated by your wife or girl than one O right. Futrelle Furniture Co., west
O of those beautiful black drees pat- - O end viaduct.
O terns. Prices to suit your purse. O
D
STORE. '
0
Our green tag sale Is on again. Some
DOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO folks may think that's funny, but to
The Peninsular Is a heater and ven- the thoughtful it is plain. It's because
we need the money.
tilator. Whitney Company.
SIMON STERN.
Subscribe for The Citizen
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
pany

o

1

1 1

N. Second

W. H. HAHN

COAL DEALER
Cerrillos and Gallup Domestic Lump
Coal, $5.00 per ton.
Anthracite Nut, $7.50 per ton.
Anthracite, larger sizes, $7.75 per

ton.
Wood and Kindling, all sizes.
Yard and Office: 107 East Railroad
avenue; uptown office, Arm l jo bldg.
Telephones:

Automatic,

416

and

267; Bell, 45.

Carpenters' and macblnlsts tools of
all kinds. Albuquerque
Hardware
company.

THE AROvDK
First Street
311 Sout.i

FRANK VAJO, Proprlator.

The best i'f uquors served to pat
rons of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Nice large rooms, everything .orao
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.

ADVERTISE
NEWSPAPERS
MAGAZINES
TRADE PAPERS
Witm ran vati to
CSRTIS NEWHALL CO.
-

ESTATE
COLUMN

NEW TELEPHONE, No. 493.
Almost equal to a Dally at the price of a Weekly. The latest telegraphic
news form all parts of the World every Tuesday and Friday. Full and Cor- Money to Loan on vaooa Real Estate
Security at Low Rates of
rect Market Reports. A variety of interesting and instructive reading matInterest.
ter for every member of the family. Unequaled as a Newspaper and Home
Journal. Two papers every week, One Dollar a year SAMPLE COPIES
FOR RENT 1 furnished house, 6
FREE.
rooms, up to date; Copper avenue.
FOR RENT 1 furnlBhed house and
stable, up to date; Third street.
Globe-Democ- rat
.
brick, on South
FOR RENT
Fourth street; $15 per month.
Has no equal or rival among Western Newspapers, and ought to be In the
FOR RENT
brick, East Railhands of every reader of ANY paper.
road avenue; f 18 per month.
FOR RENT B room adobe, corner
Daily,
Dally,,
SUNDAY EDITION.
Lewis avenue and Williams street.
Including Sunday.
Sunday.
Without
48 to 60 pages.
RENT 2 rooms over San Jose
FOR
6.00
One year
One year
$4.00'
$12.
Market:
6 months
6 months
$3.00
$2.00
One year
$2.00 FOR RENT
South Second street, 2
3 months
3 months
6 months
$1.50
$1.00
$1.00
houses; modern improvements; S
rooms each, at $20 per month.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms In good
locations.
FOR SALE Fine place;
frame house, corner Third street
WILL RE HELD AT ST. LOUIS IN 1904, and the GREATEST ST. LOUIS
and Baca avenue; price, $1,000.
NEWSPAPER WILL BE INDISPENSABLE DURING THE COMING YEAR.
FOR SALE New cement built house,
SUBSCRIBE TODAY.
water heated, tinted Inside and out,
in every respect; 8
and
THE GLOBE PRINTINO CO.. St. Louis, Mo.
rooms and bath room; brick sidewalk, Bluher system, on corner.
eHICHMTERT rri'LiLU
am
Price, $5,500.
FOR SALE: Frame house, 4 rooms, on
PENNYROYAL (r?LL
212 W. Railroad Avenue.
Uwulne.
a corner, near shops; lots 50x142
SAFE. AltTsiv rH'al.'ft f.ttillsx
lor ( MUHKS11.H S KN.I,ISH
feet. Price, $1,100.
The
finest
line
In ItKlf ftrt'l l.nl-Cigars
io
ul
and
kiquor
eralstl
..!
with
'J ejht Ha alhrr. KrfWa
FOR SALE: Corner lot, 50x100 feet,
patrons
All
rlends
and
cordially
lut.il
ltffrrH HhlllMtttl Hn4 Jltt 9U to vtult "The Iceberg." Luucn k
fJutiN. Huj of ?or lrtTi-t- . nr rti't 4. IS
Hazeldine avenue and Third street.
lamps fr
Ttwltmanlala served every day.
FOR SALE 4 lots corner Lead aveul "Keller lartt'lr.
Uttr. ? m
rr
lvlle.Mii
)MHH
fM4
bf
trim Malt.
UTEVE BALLING,
nue and First street.
t'hlrhMtrr rheaatoaJ few
lruciia.
tfttUM
'
Proprietor.
FOR SALE
brick house,2 lots
50x142 feet; house nearly new. Price
$1,800. A bargain.
SALE Lodging house 16 rooms
FOR
.
-at a bargain.
FOR SALE: Good business lots on.
Gold avenue.
FOR SALE 100x100 feet corner Coal
avenue and Third street.
FOR SALE 25 acres on North Fourth
street at a bargain; house and stable
on land about three miles out; will
sell for part cash and balance at 8
per cent.
FOR SALE: On a desirable corner In
IN CONNECTION WITH THE
Fourth ward,
brick house,
with bath room and all modern conveniences, electric light, etc.; stable,
.RUNS.
cement sidewalks and lawn.
FOR SALE On North First street,
tiCme house, 2 lots 50x142 feet,
for $1,100; pan be bought on installments If purchaser desires.
FOR SALE 10 acres near the new
"THE FASTEST EVER"
woclen mill; also some acreage on,
....TO....
North Fourth street.
FOR SALE
brick house anj
City,
Membath room; good stable, chicken
house, wind mill and tank and plenty
of good water Price, $1,800. This
is a snap.
Call on Agent for full information
FOR SALE Brick house, 8 rooms.
A. N. BROWN. G. P. A., E. P. - N.E. System, El Paso, Texaa.
with bath, good stable. Lots 150x142
feet, in Highlands. Price, $1,800.
FOR SALE Fine
brick house.
North Fourth street; bath room;
with 4 lots, stable, etc., fine cement
walks.
FOR SALE: One mile out, 4 acres of
good, highly cultivated land, with
lots of fruit of all kinds, alfalfa, etc.
Good house and stable. The place
Is in a fine location, near Mountain
Road; was formerly called the Mid-val- e
property; will be sold cheap.
FOR SALE Good lodging house; also
good lodging and boarding house.
FOR SALE: Fine house of 7 rooms.
with oath room, furnished; In HighThis "Paris of Latin America" Is situated over sis tnousand feet
lands; splendid location; trees, staabove the level of the aea, and the heat of the lower altitudes Is never
ble, lawn, etc. Price, $3,000; terms,
eaperlenced.
Anuough not generally known summer Is the very
cash $50j, balance on Installments
best of seasons to visit the Land of Mafiana."
by the month, at 6 per cent Interest,
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
until paid.
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nlfc-- .s lovely.
FOR SALE Fine brick house of 12
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of cur
rooms ana bath room; electric lights,
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornand all modern Improvements, in a
ings, and the cooling sea breeses of day, one 'becomes so entranced
fine location. Price, 6,500.
with the beauty of this country aa to never foiget his trip undur
FOR
Si.LE The Kimball place, on
Umbrella,"
White
"The
Twelfth street; 4 lots,
house;
fine trees, hedges, stable; city water.
Price, $2,250.
FOR SALE $1,000, house and lot on
Third street, between TIJeras road
and Marquette avenue; good location for business.
is prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations to 11
FOR SALE Beautiful corner near the
points In Mexico.
Call on or address,
park, on West Copper avenue, good
brlcK uouse, with all modern imW. D. MURDOCK,
W. C. MEAD,
C. R. HUDSON,
provements and will be sold cheap.
A. Q. & P. A., Mexico
C. A., El Paso.
O. F. A P. A.,Mexlco.
FOR SALE!
urlck house near
shops, with good stable and other improvements, on a corner; will be sold
at a bargain.
FOR SALE Fine brick houBe near
corner of Seventh and Roma avenue,
with 3 lots. Price, $2,400.
FOR SALE (room frame house on
North Fifth street; $1,000; good location.
FOR SALE3 Some fine corner lots on
West Coal avenue; also some good
ranches for sale.
"For ysars and years a Burlington badge or a Burling-toFOR
SALE $2,750, lodging and boarduniform, whether on train-maengine-mabrakeman,
ing house in a good location and cenor agent has stood for all the courtesy and consideratiion of
trally situated, near depot and shops.
an American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of the trained
FOR SALE 3 lots corner New York
aoldler." Nebraska City Newa.
avenue and Seventh street
TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
FOR SALE
brick house; lot
TO KANSAS CITY AND ST. LOUIS.
60x142 feet; $1,500.
FOR SALE
TWO THRO' TRAINS FROM DENVER DAILY OVER
house, North Second street; 2 lots for $1,100.
BURLINGTON RAILS ALL THE WAY.
FOR 8ALE Brick house.
with
2 lots, south postofflce, at a bargain.
FOR SALE!
frame house on
lesaw nma
M "
corner South Edith street; $1,300.
FOR SALE Fine property close In;
Office,i 1039 17th
brick house and stable, modern improvements; alfalfa, lots of fruit,
G. W. VALLERY, General Agent,
wind mill and tank; will be sold
cheap.
DENVER.
FOR SALE Lodging house, 12 rooms.
Goot location; cheap.

...The Daily

'transfer Stabns
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W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

DEST

GlobeDemocrat

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR

All kinds of Fresh Meats handled.
Sausage making a specialty.

"

'
. Word comes . from El Paso to the
effect that Mrs. C. F. Pat ergon, former
ly Mies Willis Mills, was married in
tfcat city recently to a Mr. Harner, a
member of the prominent undertaking
' firm there, who
to be a well-to- do business man. ,
Dr. F. Knauer, well known here, and
fetlll a property owner in this city, and
who Is approaching his four score
years, or thereabouts, writes to friends
here that he was married a month ago
In San Francisco.
B. F. Forsythe has accompanied his
visiting brother, Jesse Forsythe, of
Uhrlrhsville, Ohio, over to Santa Fe
to Bee the eights in the ancient city
and visit the legislative halls during
the opening sessions of the Thirty
fourth general assembly. ..
In the election for Justice of the
peace and constable in precinct No. 51
last week, between Anastacio Lucero
ant" Porfirlo Salazar, for constable
there was a tie vote, each receiving
24 votes.
It was a contest between
the rival villages of Las Dispensas and
San Ignaclo. A petition has been filed
with the board of county commission
era for a new election.
The following named persons were
Initiated Into the Fraternal Brother
hood at the last meeting, Mrs. Emma
R. Neldlg, supreme vice president of
the order, being In charge of the cere
monies: Guy D. Darrow, Charley L.
Wilsen, James N. Cook, Mrs. Antonette
Jameson, Lydla H. Sullivan, Fred W.
Franz, James B. Lowe, Mary Henrietta
Nolan, Benjamin E. Eltelgeorge, May
W. Selover, W. H. Coleman. Following came an oyster supper, to which
ample Justice was done by all present.

,
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WM. GOETTINU

From the Optic, r
J. M. Ireland shipped three cars of
red front brick to Albuquerque.
Mra. J. C. Schlott has been housed
with 'sickness for the' Dast two

.,

The Qreat News
paper of the World.

."7
of

tK-tlv-

iweeks.

Gold Avenue.

f

They Do Not Seem to Realize That the Gradual Loss
Appetite and Flesh, the Tired Feeling, the Nervousness, the Bright Eyes, the Flushed Cheeks,
the Feverish Condition, and Slight
Cough is the Dread Consumption.

DUNBAR'S

tM MUUli MUFOMIIA

tLEcrac

LIOOITEO

TRAINS
Are operated by th

The Great World's Fair

five-roo-

The ICEBERG

-V

ts

00C
THE

Rock Island System
DAILY TRAINS

TO THE NORTH AND EAST

Kansas

2

St. Louis, Chicago or

phis and Principal Points.

The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than

80 in Mexico City

The Mexican Central

A Badge of the

urlington.

Between

TEXAS
And the

North and East
Between

BIRMINGHAM, MEMPHIS,1
And the

North and West
Between,

OKLAHOMA
And the

North

and

East

cafe ears, under the
management of Fred Harvey. Equipment of th latest anj beat design.
Obsk.-vatio-

n

n

to

Ticket

St

E. H. DUNBAR,
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Demlng. the gateway to the best part of

STILL AT LARGE.
Cct

Old Mexico.

Voir

Telle and Hamp Avoided All House,
Going Toward Albuquerque.
Winter soil
Jose Telle and Albert Hampe, the
Made it
two men who murdered Epltacio Galle-60at the county Jail on Sunday night,
are still at large, say the New Mexican. The hound yesterday followed
WILLIAM
the scent closely for about eleven
miles and then refused to go farther.
the posse remained out until dark,
It returned and started out again
CLEASNER when
this morning.
The track of the men was followed
without difficulty and they have careTAiLOR
THE
and settlefully avoided all house
ments. They passed about two mile
SQUIB north of Agua Fria and In many place
216
the foot print of the two were plainly
seen In the dust. The officers believe
SCCOBl St.
they are making for Albuquerque and
hope to get out of there on a freight
Albuquerque
train. Deputies have been 6cnt to the
part of the county and
southern
OEVOE'S READY - MIXED PAIN
otT.cers In all sourroundlng town have
ic; n notified tr be on the watch for
On
Gallon cover auu 8quar Feet then1-- . So lar as known the men took
TWO COAT8
no fooJ with them and no place has
found where they have stopped
1 brea
FAiMTERfe
for food. They still have the rifle and
an abundance of ammunition and a
posse Elaitcd out again thl morning
to try to over take them.

Syrup, of fis
th best family laxative
It is pure.
It is gentle.
It is pleasant.
It is efficacious.
It is not expensive.
It is good for children.
It is excellent for ladies.
It is convenient for business men.
It is perfectly safe under all circumstances.
It is used by millions of families the world over.
It stands highest, as a laxative, with physicians.

1- -2

Supplies.

uroup.
The peculiar cough which Indicates
croup Is usually well known to the
mothers of croupy children. No time
should be lost In the treatment of It,
and fur this purpose no medicine has
approval
received more universal
than Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
Do not waste valuable time In experi
menting with untried remedies, no
matter how highly recommended, but
give this medicine as directed and all
symptoms of croup will quickly dls- apear. For sale by an druggists.
Col. Porter Morrow, of This City, Has
Good Gold Mine.
See the Prices See the Good.
Col. Porter Morrow, of Albuquerque,
8lngle buggy harness $5.00 to $20.00.
Double buggy harnes, $15.00 to $25. who for .the last two years has been
Mounted, harness, the southwest representative for the
X C and Bras
Simmons Hardware company, succeed- $15.50 to $20.00.
ng H. H. Wheelock, on the promotion
Team harness, $7.50 to $35.00.
of the latter, was In Las Vegas Satur
Saddles. $7.00 to $40.00.
day, says the Record. Colonel Morrow
Boys' sadJIes, $3.50 to $7.50.
Leather, Lap Robes, Whips, Horse Is a personal friend of Jack Laubach,
of fifteen years' standing. He is also
Blankets, etc., etc.
one of incorporators of the Sierra del
Oro," a gold mining company, limited,
Mbuquerque having fifteen valuable claims near
406 Railroad Ave
Clifton, Ariz., and a .five-acr- e
mlllsite
on San Francisco river.
According to Clifton papers, this
company Is developing one of the best
gold properties in Arizona. There Is
a large body of ore In sight; and about
February 1, machinery for develop
ment will be ordered from Chicago and
installed.
It is understood that certain Las
HJW West Railroad Avenue. Vegans are interested In this promising enterprise.

Thos- F. Koleher

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS

PIONEER BAKERY
Proprietor.
Successor to Balling Bros.

SIMON BALLING,

C07

.

M

J. A. SKINNER
In
Dealer

Staple and

Fancy Groceries
206

world produces.

Commissioners

H.

WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

aVASaVAVSAaVNVSaVSa
PVWVwVwVwVwVWVWSwVwV'

HOTEL CLAIRE...
SANTA FE, N. M
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
FIRE
LIGHTED, 8TEAM HEATED,
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
AND
BATH8
8ANITARY
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
LARGE
ROOM
8AMPLE
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
PLAN
GEO. E. ELLIS,
Proprietor and Owner.

m0OOOO0OmOOO4
Railroad Time Tables

0. Bursum.

WORK HI6HLY COMMENDED.

The annual report of the hoard of
Pentltentiary Commissioners to Governor Otero, is a cordial and emphatic
endorsement of the report and efficient
administration of Superintendent H. O.
Bursum. ,
are: F. H.
The commissioners
Pierce of Las Vegas, president; W. H.
Newconib of Silver City, secretary;
Louis llfeld, of Albuquerque; Juan
Navarro of Mora; and J. T. McLaughlin of Albuquerque.
The report of I'r. Bursum is submit-- 1
ted In detail and Is made the report of
the board. It covers the period from
December 1, 1900, to November 30,
1902. A detailed financial statement is
Ail druggists guarantee every bottle made and from It the showing is made
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and that the actual cost to the territory for
will refund the money to anyone who the two years, after deducting
the
s
Is not satisfied after using
earnings by convicts and the improveof its contents. This is the best rem- ments Including the cash expended for
edy in the world for la grippe, coughs, permanent Improvements,
for the two
colds, croup and whooping cough and
is pleasant and safe to take. It pre- years was $57,441. The average cost
vents any tendency of a cold to result per day including clothing, feed, mainIn pneumonia. All druggists.
tenance and repairs of buildings, salaro
ies and expenses, gate moneys for disThe Sufferings of an Editor,
charged convicts, officials, employes,
C. C. Emerson, editor In chief of the
guards, commissioners and all other
Roswell Journal and Carlsbad Current,
29.9 cents per day. During
on account of "great mental anguish" items, was
52d fiscal year there were furnishsuffered by reason of a certain article the to officers, guards,
employes and
written by George H. Hutchins and re ed
average
cently published In the Argus, through prisoners, 933,143 meals, or an
per month of 7,762. The total
his attorneys, Gatewood & Bateman, number
During the fifty- has brought suit In the district court cost was $15,387.80.
year
fiscal
total number of
third
the
of Chaves county against L. O. Fullen,
98,627, or an aver-ageditor; A. D. Greene, local editor, and mealsperserved was8.219.
The total cost
month of
W. T. need, proprietor and publisher,
average
number of
115,844.
was
The
charging
libel.
The injured editor
complains that his tender felings meals served per month for the two
have been damaged to the extent of years was 7,000 and the average cost
$25,0(10, and he asks the court to order per day per man was 16.31 cents.
The number of convicts imprisoned
that amount paid over to him. Carls
on December 1, 1900, was 215. The
bad Argus.
number received during the two years
was 216, making a total of 431. DurJUDGE FOR YOURSELF.
ing that time there were discharged by
Which is Better Try an Experiment expiration of sentence 136, pardons
or Profit by an Albuquerque Citiand commutations 44, died 10, escaped
zen's Experience.
4, and sentences reprieved 3, or a total
Something new is an experiment.
of 196, making the number on hand
Must be proved to be as represented. November 30 last, 235. By counties the
The statement of a manufacturer is distribution was as follows: Bernanot convincing proof of merit,
lillo, received during the two years,
But the endorsement of friends Is.
28; on hand, 28. Chaves, received 11,
Now supposing you had a bad back, on hand 9. Colfax, received 14, on
A lame, weak or aching one,
hand 16. Dona Ana, received, 2a; on
Would you experiment on It?
hand, 29. Eddy, received 9; on hand,
You will read of many
4. Grant, received, 20; on haed, 33.
cures
Guadalupe, received, 3: on hand, 6.
Endorsed by stranger from far- Lincoln, received, 9; on hand, 6. Luna,
away places. ,
received, 8; on hand, 7. McKinley,
It's different when the endorsement received, 1; on hand, 1. Mora, receiv
comes from home.
ed, 3; on hand, 9. Otero, received, 11;
Easy to prove local testimony.
on hand, 11. Rio Arriba, received, 9;
Home endorsement is the proof that on hand, 9. San Juan, received, 2; on
backs every box of Doan's Kidney hand, 2. San Miguel, received, 31; on
Pills.
hand. 32. Santa Fe, received, 10; on
Read this case:
hand, 3. Sierra, received, 5; on hand,
W. R. Tripp, engineer at the Hotel 5. Socorro, received, 11; on hand, 12.
Alvarado, residence 511 South Broad- Taos, received, 1; on hand. 2. Union,
way,
"If backache had been my received, 3; on hand, 8. Valencia, reonly symptom of kidney trouble my ceived, 2; on band, 4.
case would probably have been very
The number of United States prissimple, but when there was added to It oners on hand December 1, 1900, was
trouble with the kidney secretions the 14, and during the two years 24 were
complications did not respond to medi- received. Twenty-twwere dischargcine as readily a I expected. About ed by expiration of sentence, leaving
once every year I had these attack 16 in the prison on November 30 last.
and the use of Doan's Kidney Pills Of the United State prisoners, none
procured at the Alvarado
Phar were in the prison on the last named
macy tided me over one which was date from the First district, two from
only a successor of similar predece- the Second, 4 from the Third, 5 from
ssor. For six months I have had im the Fourth, and 5 from the Fifth. On
munity from the annoyance' and If Novemler 30 last 2 Jail prisoners were
Doan s Kidney Pills can be depended held from the Fourth Judicial district
upon to act as they did when they first and 1 from the Fifth.
came to my notice, I know what to use
By occupation the prisoner now in
should an attack recur in the future." the penitentiary are classified as folFor sale by all dealers. Price 60 lows: Laborer. 90; miners, 21; cow
cent. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo. N. boys, 19; farmer, 17; cooks and sheep
Y., sole agents for the United State.
herders 9 each; blacksmiths, 8; ranchRemember the name Doan's and take men and teamsters 5 each; engineers.
no substitute.
17 'housekeepers, shoemakers and stone
o

d

(In Effect Nov. 1, 1902.)
ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
No. 1, California Express... . 7:15 cm.

No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Expres.. 10:05 p.m.
No. t, California Limited
10 : 50 a.m.
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
2,
No. Atlantic Express
8:30 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:65 p.m.
Express
Chicago
8,
No.
7:30 p.m.
ARRIVES 1KOM SOUTH.
No. 22, Atlantic Express
7:10 a.m.
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
11:00 p.m.
No. 27, Mexico Express
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:46 p.m.
No 8, Chicago Express
6:45p.m.
LEAVE GOING WEST.
No. 1, California Express.... 8:15p.m.
No. 3, California Limited. .. .11:00 a.m.
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:46 p.m.
No. 7 will carry mall from the east
and No. 3 from the west
The No. 3 and No. 4 are the limited

....
....

and they arrive dally.
Local freight No. 99, going south,
carries passengers.
F. I MYERS, Agent.

ta:

4

uerchants

Adopt the Report of

Superintendent

each; barbers, musicians and
3 each; bricklayers, hostlers, goatherders and winters ' each;
bookkeepers, 1 uleheru, railroad clerks,
office clerks, clgarmakers, electricians,
engravers, laundryman, laundress,
helper, marble polisher, plumber, plasterer, printer, railroad man,
sailor, telegraph operator and waiter,
1 each.
The crimes for which they are serving are:
Murder, 91; larceny of
horses, 17; larceny and burglary, 15
each; larceny of cattle, 14; assault
with Intent to murder, 8; robbery, 7;
assault with intent to kill and forgery,
C each;
assault with deadly weapon
with intent to kill, assault with Intent
to rape, assault on wife, incest, and
larceny of neat cattle, 3 each; larceny
from dwelling, larceny by embezzlement, larceny of sheep, rape, unlawfully discharging deadly weapon, vio
lation of postal laws, and stealing
United States mail, 2 each; assault
with Intent to maim, breaking Into a
postoffice, embezzling 'postal funds,
embezzling letters, false pretenses,
highway robbery, having counterfeit
money in possession, killing sheep,
killing cattle, larceny from a warehouse, larceny of a gun, larceny of
saddle, larceny of swine, larceny of
money, larceny of mules, larceny of
goats, larceny of a mare, mayhem,
manslaughter, obtaining money under
false pretenses, obtaining watch under
false pretenses, perjury, and unlawfully branding colts, 1 each.
Of the total number of men confined
In the prison, 110 are natives of New
Mexico. Mexico is next with 33, and
Texas third with 25. Tennessee has
5, and Illinois, Missouri and New York,
4 each.
Colorado, Indiana, Kentucky,
Pennsylvania, China and England have
3 each.
Arizona. Alabama, California,
Georgia, Iowa, New Jersey, Ohio, Virginia, West Virginia and Wisconsin, 2
each. Florida, Indian Territory, Kansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Michigan,
North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Dakota. British Columbia, Italy, Scotland
and Spain, 1 each.
Men sentenced for life lead In num
ber, as there are 36 of them. The
other sentences are: One year, 40;
two and three years, 27; five years, 22;
four and ten years, 17 each; ninety- masons

AFFAIRS.

Woman's
Lite.
is bard enough as
it is. It is to her that
we owe our world.
and everything
should be made as
easy as possible for
her at the time of
childbirth. This
is just what

after-effect- s.

It contains the laxative principles of plants.

It contains the carminative principles of plants.
It contains wholesome aromatic liquids which are
agreeable and refreshing to the taste.

Ply.

All are pure.
All are delicately blended.
All are skillfully and scientific&Uy compounded.

Demlng has an abundance of water for
Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or gary
dens.
Buy lots and build In Demlng. tout
rental returns will be 20 per cent on the
Investment.
In Demlng good aafe loans can be hnd
at hotter rates than In the old established
towns.
At Demlng you can buy lots at 1M0
which will pay you 100 per cent In leas
than twelve months.
In Demlng another good hotel Is needed
to accommodate the enormous Increase of '
population.
Demlng Is a great health result has no
superior In climate for the cure of pulmonary troubles.
Demlng will be the great smelter center.
Two large plants will be Installed within

Its value is due to our. method of manufacture
and to the originality and simplicity of the
combination.

-

To get its beneficial effects

buy the genuine.

v

Manufactured by

(aufqrnia Rq Syrvp(o
San Francisco, Cal.
Now York,
Louisville, Ky.
Br ALL

LKADIXQ

e

Itra

the year.

Why buy high priced lota when you ran
get them In Demlng cheap now, with cer-

N. Y.

DIlfoaiSTS.

r.lne year. 12; twenty' year, 7; one
and a half years, 6; seven years,' 5;
two and a fourth years, 4; three and
; twenty-on- e
a half years,
and forty
years, 3 each; six, eight, fifteen, sevenyears, 2 each;
teen and thirty-fivnine, eighteen, thirty, fifty and sixty
years, 1 each. Of the United States
prisoners 2 are for one year, 8 are for
two years, 2 are for three years, 1 I
for four years. 2 are for five years, 1
Is for seven years, 1 is for eight year,
3 are for ten years, and 1 is for life.
The personal habits of 209 prisoners
are good, of 20 fair, and of 6 bad.
There are 216 tobacco users, and 83
who drank. Those able to read before
conviction number 161 and 155 could
write. Fifty have learned to read and
write since their arrival at the prison.
At present 211 can read and 205 can
write. Those educated in the public
schools number 130 and In the high
schools 15. Tnere are 108 married men
In the institution and 127 single. The
average duration of home life of the
prisoner was 24 years. The first commitment are 211, second 21, third 2
and fourth 1. Roman Catholics num
ber 166, Protestant 64, and 5 have no
were In jail before
church. Thirty-siand 15 In prison.
Rev. Adrlen Rabeyrolle, the chaplain, reports that the rooms provided
for him are clean and ample and expresses his high appreciation of the
courtesy and assistance rendered him
by the officers of the prison and the
ladle who have formed a special choir

Just a Cough

tain advance assured?
Agricultural lands In Demlng are unsur
passed for fertility, production of fruits

i

and vegetables of all kinds.
Demlng offers the same opportunities
now that the moat prosperous cities In the
west offered several years ago.
Demlng needs one hundred new house
to supply the demand, and needs thera
now. This demand continues to grow.
to assist at the service, the report
Demlng ships over 100,000 head of cattle
of the surgeon, Dr. David Knapp annually; Is the center of the greatest
show that tTurlng the two years he breeding region In the soulhwett and catmade 2,972 sick calls, an average of tlemen all know this.

nine calls a day. He sent 68 to 'the
hospital for treatment, performed 5
surgical operation and 10 died. There
Dr.
filled.
were 16,420 prescription
Knapp expresses his thanks for the co
operation of the management, board of
manager and the governor in hi ef
forts to eliminate tuberculosis from
the institution and there Is but one
case now there.

P. Parcnti & Co;,
'
i

DEALERS IN

BOOTS AND SHOES
All kinds of repairing neatly
done best material used. Courteous treatment

rinds Way To Uvo lonr.
of a
The startling announcement
discovery thit will surely lengthen llfo
W. R.
ve.
is made by editor O. 11. Downey, of
Churubusco, Ind.. "I wish to state," ho
writes, "that Dr. King's New Discovery
for consumption la the most infallible XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
remedy that I have ever known for
coughs, colda and grip. It's Invaluable
to people with weak lungs. Having
this wonderful medicine no one need
dread pneumonia or consumption. It's Si
relief I Instant and cure certain." All
drugglrts guarantfe every 60c and X
$1.00 bottle, and give trial bottle free. X
A BOY,
A GIRL,
ters are going down. X
A MAN,
There's no demand for lce3. The hig- X
A WOMAN,
hest tumble In the town, however, arc X
X
TO FIND ANYTHING,
our prices.
SIMON STERN,
X
TO BUY ANYTHING,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
X
TO SELL ANYTHING,
TO RENT ANYTHING,
Orders taken for every known make X
TO LOAN ANYTHING,
of stove anil range. Albuquerque X
X
TO TRADE ANYTHING,
Hurdw are cum' iny.

U3

R.

IF YOU WANT

The-men-

u

X

Subscribe for The Citizen.
UEMINQ.

X

want anything on earth, X
ad in The Citizen and you X
X
sure to get it.

If you

X put an
X will be

TRY IT! TRY IT!
.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

)ommomoo900909omomMO090cmo9omo&omy

Oe0

hayajo blankets;
Visit the Navajo Blanket Headquarters of

THE HYDE

VI

will do. It will make I 1
baby's comin&r easy
and painless, and that without taking dangerous drugs into the system. It is simply- - to be applied to
the muscles of the abdomen. It
penetrates through the skin carrying strength and elasticity with it.
It strengthens the whole system and
prevents all of the discomforts of
pregnancy.
Ihe mother of a plumb babe in
Panama, Mo., says: "I have used
Mother's Friend and can praise it

and see the Largest Stock of Indian 'Goods in

Existences

highly."

The Bradfield Regulator Co.,
ATLANTA, GA.
Write for our free illustrated book,

Hrn."

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X
X

EXPLORING EXPEDITION

Get Mother's friend at the
Drug Store, SI per bottle.

X
X

consumption, or both. Acker's Eng- A Kw Pointers Abrut a Good Pawn In
Southern New Mexico.
X
lish Remedy will stop the cough In a
Keep your eye on iteming.
day and heal your lung. It will cure
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
consumption, asthma, bronchitis and Demlng has Just been Incorporated.
X
x
Demlng, thef coming city of New Mexall throat and lUua trouble. Positively guaranteed, and money refunded it ico.
not satisfied. Write to u for free earn
Demlng has a magnificent school syspie. W. H. Hooker ti Co.. Buffalo, A. tem.
.
x
Y. J. H. O Pielly it Co, and B. H. ., Demlng, 'the rallrdad center of New X
Brlgg & Co.
Mexico.

I
V

X

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

that gets your lung sore and weak
and prres the way for pneumonia or

Friend

Baby is

to Polan springs.
Demlng has Increased SO per cent In pop
ulation In four years.
Demlng water and pure otone make
strong and healthy people.
Investments In Demlng lots will double
and treble in one year.
Demlng has now a large Ice plant and
electric light system under contract.
In Demlng the demand for rental
houses la five times In excess of the sup.

It acts gently without unpleasant
It is wholly free from objectionable substances.

MOTHER'S

" Before

the southwest.
Demlng! Don't overlook It If you are
looking for a safe and paying Investment.
Demlng water Is chemically pure-equ-

Its component parts are all wholesome.

FOB SALE

two-third-

Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty
We desire patronage, and we
guarantee first-clas- s
baking.
Albuquerque, N.
8. First St.,

If you use it you have the best laxative the

PENITENTIARY

INTERESTED IN MINING.

Becaise

Why

8

Demlng, the sent of the new county of
Luna.
Demlng Is the great mining tinier of

?K

We Supply the World.

205 South
Opposite Santa Fe Depot.

First Street
Albuquerque, New Hexlco
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Col. E. C. Manning, promoter of the
OLD OFFENDER.
Abo Townslte company, and United
States Commissioner John W. Corbett, Celto Apodaca, Sentenced Ye.t.rday,
nre in the city from Abo Pass. They
Has Indictment Against Him,
Celso ,Ap6dara, the native youth,
After tame by way of Abo canyon and the
thriving town of Belen. They say that who was sentenced to the county Jail

CENTRAL LABOR UNION,

Sour Stomach

!

Charter Received and Adcpted

ein

ft

1

1

an1

will irommend t'asrarctt to
work has begun on the Santa Fe cut for sixty days for obtaining money for ft nhort ttm.the Ionly
thing for lndijentton and
frlnrU at
as yet not a very large and goods under false pretenses, la mj
lonr stomach ftnd to kp the bownla to (o4 conYry nir
sat."
force of men are employed there. Roth under a grand Jury Indictment for as- dition. They rHurry
Btnckley, Uaacb Chunk, Pa.
over
are
to
the
enthusiastic
sentlenitn
with
rob.
The first
Intent
sault
RESOLUTIONS AGAINST CHINESE.
prospect over the new town on the crime was committed on March 8,
Best For
a
(ass. They report much snow on the 11)02. It Is alleged that he pulled a
Man.nno
pun
attempted
mountains.
and
on
Charles
Stevens
A meeting of the Central Labor union was held last nlpht In Carpenters'
Jessy B. McGnnghoy, aged 40 years. ' to rob him. lie was bound over to the
hall on West Gold avenue, and a good- died this morning anotit 10 o'clock, at grand jury under a V00 bond -- and
candy cathartic
ly number of delegates from the varl-iou- s j his rooms on West Railroad avenue, tklpprd out of the territory and was
not to be found at the convening of
unions affiliated were in attend- jof pulmonary tuberculosis. Mr.
ance.
came to Albuquerque from the September term of court. The
Palatable, Potent, Tat Oood, ToOood,
The ciiarti'i' for the organization Rurscllvllla, Ind., with his wife and sixty day sentence, which he received
Plan.
b token, Weaken or Grip. 10c, 2.k 60c. Never
for his bold schemes, will keep him in Never
from the American Federation of La- brother-in-law- ,
old In bntb. The tannine tablet stamped CCU.
D. L. James, about four
territory for the next term of Guaranteed to on re or your money back,.
bor was presented and adopted.
months ago. The remains were pre- the
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 509
'
Several communications were read pared for interment by J. W. Edwards court.
ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
and acted upon among them letters and will be sent to the home In In
LADIES' AUXILIARY.
from Delegate Kodey and Samuel Gom-per- diana tonight. ' His wife and brother- POLICE COURT.
3 A
president of the American Federwill accompany the remains.
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ON FELT GOODS AND BROKEN LINES OF MEN'S, WOMEN'S
AND CHILDREN'S SHOES .ARE MONEY SAVERS. WE WANT TO

I

DISPOSE OF EVERY PAIR DURING THE NEXT TWO WEEKS AND ,
HAVE REDUCED THE PRICES TO SUCH AN EXTENT THAT WE
ARB SURE TO SUCCEED. SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY.

in-la-

j

SHOES FOR MEN OR WOMEN
.$1.00
SHOES FOR IEN OR WOMEN
$3.50
IHOES FOR MEN OR WOMEN
$3.25
SHOES. FOR MEN OR WOMEN
.$3.00
SHOES FOR MEN OR WOMEN
.$2.85
Si!OES FOR MEN OR WOMEN
$2.50
FELT SLIPPERS
$1.35
PATENT LEATHER COLONIALS FOR WO

.......
.......

.......... $3.50

MEN

reduced to
reduced to
reduced to
reduced to
reduced to
reduced to
reduced, to

$3.00
$2.85
$2.50
$2.25
$2.15
$2.00
$1.15

reduced to

$1.85

(

.

'

BUTTER, EGGS AND LARD
ARE PURE, CWEET AND FRE8H.
'
Care in our buying makes care ll)
buying on your part' unnecessary
that much tlrr.e and pajns we pare
you; save you money, besides, because
anything bought here may be relied
upon, none of it needs to be thrown
away. Please place your orders for
butter, eggs, cheese, lard groceries
generally, with us.

OUR

mi &2;W! IZXZW fee?'

rm

J

Tl"i.- -

L.

BELL & CO.

Nob. 118 and IZ'i Couth Second St.
COPVOl(iHT.

90c a Suit.

.

1.90 a Suit.

Instead of Waiting....
Until the End of the Season, We Offer the Balance of Our Felt Goods Now While You Still
Have Use for Them
Felt Slippers, plain or fur trimmed, felt or leather soles, for Men, Women and Children, also Infants' Romeos and carriage boots; alt go at cost
to close them out. Get your size while they last.

Simon

Stern..
The Railroad Ave.

rO

Clothier

,

:T. MUENSTERMAN:
224 South 8econd St.

Opposite Postoffice.

,

MONEY TO LOAN.

On diamonds, watcnes, etc., or any X The : VVhltson Music company X
good security; also househoM goodt S will give a 20 per cent discount X
Stored with me; strictly confidential. S on the largest and most complete S
Highest cash price paid for household
line of musical instruments,- In- X eluding the best makes of pianos S
foods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Oold arenue X in the southwest.
X
CITY .NEWS.
FOR TREE8, VINES.ETC, i
WHEN you Want good, lasting, free See Whltcomb, Eighth and Tijeras.
burning, clean hand screened coal,
New Rag Carpets.
ring up Haan on either 'phone.
Made to order at my home, 1519
Acorn tase humeri.' The- - world's
South Second street; also rug making.
standara Whitney Cprijapny.'
' .
'
Mrs. E. L. Emerson.
market on
tixtk into Klmuwon's
o
i
'
KorOi TLird sueeu Ha has J the nicest
Subscribe for The Citizen.'
fresi meals In the city.
In, sieilcan uraarr orit w. are
big assortment. Albert
showing
0. W. STRONG & SONS,
'raber, 80S Railroad aetue.
your
measGentlemen! let ua iue
Undertakers
.
ure now for a new suit. Our- tailoring
pleases. Nettleton Tailoring- Agency.
and
For your health's sake wear shoes
(hat protect the feet. For your feet's
Embalmers
sake wear shoes that are comfortable.
20 Years' Experience in this City
We supply the kind that are satisfactory and will wear to please you. C.
May's Popular Priced Shoe Store, 208
North Second St.
.West Railroad avenue.
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WHOLESALE
HARDWARE

Nails,

Albuquerque Hardware Company

Wire
Bar
Ties,
Fittings,
Fittings, Brass

DR. C. H. CONNER

and

Science of Osteopathy

SUPPLIES

Whiting Block

.vi.4

:

E. J. POST

Q8.00
buys a good wool business suit which formerly
sold for $10, $12 and $15

Oihatso

buys any

in our window which formerly sold
for $2.50 to $4.00

I

ALVARADO ....

PRESCRIPTIONS

....EVER1TT....

Mf il OIJDI IDM'i

ViMOnDUniM

POSTAL PHARMACY
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